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When Lucy Stone's greatgrandmr ther was growing-up in

1 8th century America, it is very likely that she possessed

opportunities for a higher status and more expanded role

than did her great^randdaughter two generations later, For^

it was not until the end of the colonial era that the idea

of a suitable or proper sphere of feminine activities began

to emerge in the United States^' Colonial women possessed

occupational and political opportunites beyond tnose afforded

their 19th century heirs. Although tuese opportunities were

infernal and not legally sanctioned, they were none-the-less

exercised, '.-/omen were shopkeepers, barbers, tinworkers, and

r>

tanners as well as iudges, landlords . and estate managers

3during this time. They likewise participated actively in

public afiairs. During Bacon's Rebellion, women gave speeches

denouncing Governor Berkley and acted in an organizational

capacity, calling meetings and spreading Bacon's Declaration,

Even Madam Berkley herself participated by acting as her

husband's emnissary to the king, with complaints against Bacon,

^

Throughout the 17th century, women often voted and in Maryland,

a woman fulfilled the role of executrix of Governor Calvert, -^

It was only towards the end of the 17th century that feminine

involvement in rolitics, business and the professions began to

be curbed. This cnange was attributed in part to the influence
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of British example as well as to the decline of the frontier

and the rise of a stable social order. This social order

did not require the mobilization of all social actors to

the height of their capacity and thus sanctioned the circum-

scription of some roles. The regulatory function of sex be-

came reinstated with the stabilization of the social order

and with it, a more constrictive classificatory funccion

ensued. This classificatory function of sex manifested it-

self in the form of a pervasive sexual stereotype.

According to Spruille, American society was influenced

by the devitalization of the English upperclass female. Up

to the end of the 17th century, the aristocratic British

female had been interested in national affairs, business, pro-

fessional and mandgerial disciplines. However,

"The great increase in wealth and the vogue
for frivolous entertainraent following the
Restoration discourajred the exercise of
initiative, energy and indepenaence in the
conduct of practical affairs and brought
about a rarid deterioration in the phisique,
the morale and the general efficiency of
the upper class woman." 7

It thus occurred that those who enioyed the advanuanres of

wealth and refinement became increasingly content to fulfill

the role of ornament. Their status was thus circumscribea.

Prom the time of its inception in England, the concept
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of the ornamental female had been a functional alternative

only to the economically secure middle and upper classes.

Although an alternative, it has not necessarily been a viable

one. Even among the upper social strata in the United States,

the evolving image of woman was often at odds with the reali-

ties of life. ^

In spite of its conflicts, American society was soon

under the influence of this trend. A landed aristocratic

status group, immitative in values and life styles of its

British counterpart, the landed gentry, was solidifing in

1early 1 8th century Virginia. This group provided a social

strata susceptible to and relatively capable of supporting

the new limited definition of femininity.

With the growth of towns and the recession of the frontier,

a settled middle class began to emerge in the northeast and

coastal regions which possessed the income and the leisure

time to make the delimited female a functionally feasible

institution, (if not an efficient one ) -•

Women were no longer required to fulfill the multiple

asexual roles requireu by frontier society. They were no

longer as econornically necessary to society as they previous-

ly had been. The decline of the isolated nuclear family
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brought with it a rise in mechanical solidarity which depend-

ed UTDon the enactment of specific roles by each individual

member. Since the woman of the house no longer needed to

know how to plow the field, shoot a gun and care for the live

stock in her husband's absence, she was more and more restrict-

ed to the home. Although women still possessed a decree of

role latitude, it was quickly diminishing. As industrializat-

ion and urbanization progressed, the sphere of women shrank

and a delimited female status/role became increasingly feasible,

This re-defined ana limited status/role rigidified into a

sterotype. It took the form of an ideal of ivomanhood which.

reached its height from 1837 to 1901, during the reign of

Queen Victoria, Referred to in general terms as the ideal

of Victorian vjorianhood and in specific terms as the cult of

the True Wornan and The Home, it structured the social order

1

1

both institutionally and interactionally during tnis period.

Various explanations have been given for the almost total

internalization and expansion of this ideal in the 1 8th and

19th centuries. The influence of Queen Victoria as a role

model cannot be denied, . Piety, purity, domesticity and

marital submission were her accepted philosophy. "^ Hov/ever,

its aprlication to American life is believed to be directly
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related to the conditions and social structure of American

society, Barbara Welters, a scholar on the subject, attri-

butes the rise in the Cult of True Womajihood to two conditions

of American life : masculine irrelirrion and social dynanism.

Miss V/elters describes the primary function of the ideal

of the True Woman as a panacea for male neglect of religious

responsibilities.

"The ilineteenth-Century American man was
a busy builder of bridges ana railroads,
at work long hours in a materialistic
society. The religious values of his
f o3;^_Jpearers were neglected in practice
if not in intent,.," Ilj.

In an attempt to assuage his guilty conscience, he left be-

hind him a "hostr-ge in the home," a prisoner to all the values

he held so dearly but treated so lightly, ^ This prisoner,

woman, became the one stabile factor amid the changing values

and fortunes of an industrializing, modernizing society.

The Nineteenth Century was a time where;

"...fortunes rose and fell with frightening
raridity, where social and economic mobility
provided instability as well as hope, one
thing at least remained the same - a true
woman v;as a true woman v;here ever she was
found." 15

According to Welter, 19th century American society inter-

nalized this particular imap-e of woman due to a need. Other

authors have traced this need to the functional prerequisites
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of the conjugal family system which placed heavy demands

upon women. This system did not become general in the

United States until the iSOC's, The functions of this

unit increased the domestic and pedagogic responsibilities

of womdn and tied her to the home,

Maintainence of woman in the home became psychologically

and functionally necessary. In order to sanction this need,

society constructed a series of defensive beliefs, or myths

which rationalized the position of women. These myths rose

in response to the normative conflict between the ideals of

natural rights and democracy and the functional and psychologi-

cal prerequisites of Americen society which promoted sexual

inequality.

This system of defensive beliefs concentrated in four

basic areas. The first of these was religion. Utilization

was made of a biblical argiunent for female inferiority and

inequity v/hich, centered around a literal interpretation of

18
St, PaTil and his conception of marital duties. This

evangelical theory permiated the Puritan concept of ferrinine

role and circumscribed woman's activities,barring her from

church office, public speaking and teaching and cognizance of

theology, 1" Among American i^eligious sects, only the Quakers
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avoided this constrictive religious intei*pretation of sex-

roles,

"...the Society of Friends stood alone
as a group which recognized women's

and settledleadership as a permanent
rule of action,"

(leaker women were preachers, teachers' theologians and

church officals as were their malecounterparts.

The second one of these rationalizationswas biological in

nature. Social theorists related function to biological

structure. They attributed feminine character, status and

21
role to genetic differences based on sex. Woman was regard-

ed as a biologically inferior species who was inately unequal

22
due to her weak physical nature and low intelligence. This

inferiority determined her participation in society. It

reinTorced her domesticity. Her inferior strength, limited

intelligence and sedentary habits were regarded as confining

,214.

23
her within the domestic circle. It also ensured her dependence

on man, who was "destined by nature to guard and protect her,'

If woman did dare to transgress her "biological capacities"

and demand an equal position and function in society to that

of men, she entered a third area of "myth": that of a

25
philosophical denial of natural rights. Natural rights,

were regarded by men such as Chancellor William Harper and

Noah Webster, as those which were utilitaritan to the majority.
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The functionalisra of female subservience mitigated against

any acquisition of the right of freedom by women,

A fourth area of defensive beliefs rests on the

f\anctional necessity of the status/role of women to the

maintainence of the social order. The existing system

of female sub.iugation, substantiated by nature and religion,

was necessary to the continuence of society. Alteration in

the position or functions of women within society threatened

to plunge the social system into chaos. In a sermon delivered

to his Presbyterian congregation in Rhode Island, Rev. Jonathan

F. Sterns threatened:

"Yours is to determine whether the
beautiful order of society. .. shall
continue as it has been, to be a
source of blessings to the world;
or whether, aesrising all forms and
distinctions, all boijnderies and
rules, society shall break-up and
become a chaos of disiointed and
unsightly elements." ^7

By and large, the order of society was considered to be

beautiful, Romanticization end glorification of the exist-

. 28
ing sexual hierarchy was a fifth type of defensive belief.





Through a process of romaticization^feminine liabilities

were transformed into desirable qualities and the inferior,

unequal position of ivomen in society was hailed as superior.

Througnout the 19th century, the home was glorified as

the most worthy of spheres and the professions of wife and

mother as most important. Through a process of conversion

of opposites, domesticity was eulogized as the source of

women's influence. The social realities of marriage and

domesticity implied service and submission. However, it

v7as throu5:h ^ to these institutions and their roles

that woman attained her authority. The social influence of

woman was acquired through correct enactment of the apr roved

roles of wife, mother and housekeeper in the institution of

marriage and the hoi^e.

Within the context of the home, social morals were

guarded ana society was preserved from excesses, './omen

enacted these functions as both sister and wife. 19th century

literature speaks of the role of the true sister, as one who

influences and entertains her brother so that he will not be

forced to seek his nleasure away from home and thus be preserv-

29
ed from excess. Similarly, the p-ood- austjices of the wife

was credited with the moral preservation of her husbsJia. And the
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instruction of the mother with the virtue of the next

generation. The home, thus functioned as a center of

moral and social reform.

The confinement implicite in domesticity was thus

artfully transformed into social utility and the home

became the theatre of beneficent social change while the

role of the wife and mother became that of a courageous re-

former, oraained by God,

In a 19th century moral primer entitled, The Good Girl

and True V/oman
^ the author cites the SDhere of activity which

God has adapted women to fulfill. By her inate ability to

carry physical and spiritual comfort to individuals, she is

suited for nursing. ^^ Due to her instinctive sympathy with

the young, she may also be a teacher, 31 However, her most

important sphere of duty and that which represents the sreat

32
field of woman's exploits, "is the home." Domesticity was

seen as a fulfillment of the female character,

"...the triie di canity and beauty of the
female charscter seem to consist in a
right understanding and faithful and
cheerful performance of social and
family duties." 33

It enableG her to exercise her dual role of beauty and utility

in a socially apr roved manner. Her fimction was to dispense
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comfort and cheer -^^through her incorporated activities of

wife - mother - nurse - teacher.

"The peculiar pronounced woman is to
tend with patient a sick duty around
the bed of sickness; to watch the
feeble steps of infancy; to communi-
cate to tne young the elements of
knowleage and bless with their smiles
those of their friends who are declin-
ing in the v&le of teers." 35

These assigned occupational roles, among the most poorly paid,

effectively kept women from competing with man in the better

paid or more prestigious occupations such as meaicine and law.

Although industry and useful activity was encouraged, it

was assumed that woman's functions would not take her outside

of the home. She was encouraged to engage in useful, morally

uplifting tasks within the home. These included: housework,

needlework, letcer writinc, sketching, singing, light reading

^ 36
and poor peopling. The last of these activities entailed

more expressions of sympathy than action.

Domesticity was widely regarded^as the completion of female

education. The perva.sive quality of this ethos was so great

that even career women v;ere made to conform to the same domestic

standards as other women. V/itness even the jrreat feminist Susan

B. Anthony who took immeasurable pride in s neat hone.-"

The place of domestic accomi^lishments in education is noted
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in a brochure for Miss Pierce's school in Litchfield where

students were regarded as having:

"attained the perfection of their characters
when they could combine their elegant accomplish-
ments with a turn for solid domestic virtues," 38

Education for women consisted mainly in acquisition of,
"time filling accomplishments which would
enable a woman to occupy her attention harm-
lessly, would improve her conversation, make
her like a companion to her husband and in due
course enable her to give her children rudi-
mentary lessons." 39

Education was regarded as an enhancement of domesticity which

made woman more amenable towards government by enabling her

to see her own limitations. Commenting on the educational

system in America in the first part of the 19th century, Harriet

Martineau reinforced this evaluation,

"The sum and substance of female education
in America as in England, is training
women to consider marriage as the sole ob-
ject in life and to pretend that they ao
not think so." ^'^

Marriage was linked to the home as the proper sphere of

women. It was regarded as that institution

"for which woman v/as originally intended,
and to '..'hich she is so exactly fitted to
adorn ana bless as the wife, the mistress
of a home, the solace, the aid, ana the
counsellor of that ONE, for whose sake
alone the world is of any conseouence to
her." ^^
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Like domesticity, marriage itself was regarded as functional

to the female character. It afforded scope to her energies,

gave her a higher aims; a more dignified position and aided

her salvation by placing her under the tuition of affection. ^^

An inevitable result of marriage (in those days before

effective contraception) was maternity. Hence, it too was

regarded as an enhancement of feminine status. fraternity

represented an increase in power and prestige. As Mrs. Sigoumey

noted

:

"If in becomming a mother, you have reached
the climax of your hapriness you have also
taken a higher place in the scale of being...
you have gained an increase of power." Uh

The role of mother accrued great social honor, for it was she

who was depended upon to raise a generation of Christian

statesmen and imbue in them the morality which their fathers

were toobus^/' to teach, Haternity thus had a patriotic

aspect.

Alternation or criticism of the virtues of domesticity,

marriage and motherhood provoked strong reactionalism from

society. Critics of any of the three were read-out of the

sex and condemned to the role of semi-women and mental her-

maphrodites. Such was the fate of Mary Wollstonecraf t,

Francis Wright and Harriet Martineau. ^ "."/hat resulted from
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this romanticization of feminine liabilities was an ideal

of womanhood which reinforced and glorified her enforced

status and role. This ideal impinged upon all women in

society, converting what society perscribed woman v/as not

and could not do into what she must be end must do. The

cult of the True Woman is the embodiment of this ideal of

womanhood. The true woman enbodied four cardinal virtues

of: piety, purity, subraissiveness and domesticity. Each

of these was a social anaphronism for a sexual liability.

The relation of women to religion was pietistic in

nature. Piety was the replacement virtue which society

ascribed to women in compensation for a general loss of

religious leadership. Religion was regarded as the core of

woman's virtue and the source of her strength over which she

exercised exclusive domain by virtue of divine appointment
I 7

and natural disposition.

The theory of divine appointment attributed to women a

religious mission of worldly redemption. Women were viewed

as the moral conscience of society, committed to preserve

man from the temptations and excesses of the world. The

enlightenment, improvement and harmonization of the Universe
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k9were all within the feminine sphere. Women were also

regarded as possessing an almost genetic predisposition

towards benevolence, rooted in their aTfective temprament.

Rev. Stems said of woman

"She is fitted by nature to cheer the
afflicted, elevate the depressed,
minister to the wants of the feeble
and diseased and lighten the burden
of human misery." Fulfillment of
their genetic predisposition enhanced
feminine beauty." 50

Contemporary sources cite that "woman never looks lovelier

than in her reverance for religion. Divinly and physiologi-

cally appointed, femine pietism was regarded as functional to

woman's position in the social order. It gave to her a dignity

which suited her dependence. It also acted as an outlet for

moral insobriety,

"..a kind of tanquilizer for the many
undefined longings which swept even the
most pious girl, and about which it was
better to pray than to tnink." -'^

Religion presented a safe avocation for the American woman

which would relieve her boredom without endangering her

domesticity or submission. It is significant, however, that

female piety did not extend to those spheres of religion

which reaped economic benefit. These were reserved for men

while woman's role was too often that of fund raiser to
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support the religious activity of the male clergy.

Parlour charity was an acceptable form of religious

activity. Herein charitable sentiments were expressed v/hlch

did not result in a physical commitment to their execution.

Any active religious work was confined to charitable visits

to the poor and sewing circles. The character of the religious

coramitment of the ideal female was essentially passive in

nature and stressed deportment rather than reform. However,

absence of this virtue was considered odious and resulted in

5kostracism from female society. Mary Wollstonecraf t was

a 19th century female often accused of irreligion and the

negative sanction she uncovered was great:

"as a reward for her unholy zeal, her
name became a hissing^ and by-word in
virtuous circles," 55

Linked to piety was the virtue of purity. Regarded as a

moral imperative, purity was also regarded an increment of

femininity. It's absence was regarded as unnatural and

56
resulted in ostracism and maddness or death.

The high social value placed on purity correlated with

the functional imperative of femininity; marriage. Female

purity was enshrined in a cilt of virginity. The ultimate

function of female purity was to present it to her husband.
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"The marriaeie nite was the single greatest
event of a woman's life, when she bestowed
her greatest treasure uron her husband, and
from that time on was com-oletely dependent
upon him, an eapty vessel without legal or
emotional existance of her own," 57

For this reason it was necessary to place excessive social

constraints around the cross-sexual interactions of woman.

These constraints took the form of prudery. Prudery was a

direct outgrowth of societies emphasis on virginity. It

was regarded as a safe guard of purity which encouraged

vigilance at all times in the continual struggle acainst

the animalism of man which would take advantage of the

slightest encouragement, 5° Both emotional and physical

isolation of the sexes resulted from enthusiastic pursuit

of purity through prudery. Women were exorted to prevent

any close physical contact, even in their courtship practices.

One manuel of feminine etiquette urged:

"sit not with another in a place that is too
narrow; read not out of the same book; let
not your eagerness to see anything induce you
to place your head close to another person,"

1 637 A Young Lady ' s Friend 59

Prudery extended beyond the bounds of matrimony and gave rise

to the practice of sexual anorr'nity in intercourse. One

Victorian scholar observed:

"Ideally women would produce children by
parthenogenesis: failing that, male
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impregnation should take place in a
dark bedroom into which the husband
would creep to create his offsriring
in silence while the wife enaured. .

. "^0

Throughout the life of the true woman, sex was tabu, an act

dematerialized by the silence that surrounded it.

Excessive emphasis on physical isolation let to emotional

isolation as an ideal. The Victorian Era witnessed a segmentali-

zation of marriage and love which grew out of excessive prudery.

This is demonstrated in a letter written by Lady Charlotte

Neville-Grenville to her niece in the l830's.

"Women are not like men, they cannot chose,
not is it creditable or lady-like to be
what is called in love; I believe that few,
very few, well regulated minds ever have
been and that romantic attachment is con-
fined to novels and novel readers," 61

The 19th century may be noted as exhibiting a purity

compulsion which was internalized in an ideal concept of

femininity and generalized throughout society. Any alteration

of feminine status/role was interpreted as an attack on woman's

purity.

Submission, was, perhaps, the most pervasive of all the

virtues of the true woman. It crosscut all institutions and

influenced feminine behavior in all social contexts.

Feminine submission was based on a genetic and religious

estimation of woman's character as inferior and passive. This
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estimation made subservence and dependence logical.

"A really sensible woman feels her dependence.
She does what she can, but she is conscious of /p
inferiority, and therefore grateful for support."

Social acceptance of this estimation also made passivity

a sexual sterotype. Florence Nightengale's wrathful comments

on the social origins of this virtue are applicable to the

United States as to England. She noted that women,

"go about raaudling to each other and teach-
ing their daughters that women have no passion.
In the conventional society, which men have
made for women, and women have aifeeptea, they
must have none, they must act the force of
hypocracy and be that they are without passion"
and must teach it to their daughters," °-^

Passivity in love, learning and ambition all conspired to create

an image of woman as a childlike, flexible, self-sacrificing

individual "who had no arms other than gentleness." It is

ironic to note that although woman was taught to be passive,

this passivity was solely self-directed. The iaeal woman was

one who devoted herself passionately to others; their mental

spiritual and physical welfare.

Passivity was regarded as the core of domestic hapj iness.

The primary role of the wife was that of submission. Advising

a yoxing girl before her marriage, Benjamin Rush stressed such

virtues as: obsequiouness, agreeability, inoifensiveness and

65
lack of contradiction. Another father remonstratea his
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daughter that

:

"she must resolve at the onset (of her
marriage) never to oppose her husband,
never to snow displeasure, no matter
what he does." °°

Soxorces agree, that from the day a true woman married, she

must surrender her independent will and subscomb to the

67
subordination of her sex. In all a woman's roles as wife,

mother, lover and career woman, she was en.^oined to accept

68
submission. It was this submission, rooted in her weak-

ness and dependence, which was the basis of her social in-

69fluence. Thus, we find a conversion of opposites where

women's weaknesses become her strengths.

The feminine virtue of submission was institutionalized

in the legal system of the time. The 19th century female

experienced an all but total lack of legal priveledges. Under

the law, she maintained a status eaual to that of a cnild or

a lunatic. Her greatest liabilities came with marriage when

she moved to fulfill her "ideal" role.

Although she exercised limited rights of inheritance,

could not vote, hold office or serve on a jury, the unmarried

female aid have sane rights. She could hold property, make

contracts and engage in litigation on her own right. However,

once she married, these slim perrogf.tives disappeared.

Marriage promised woman a loss of:
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"...all her legal capacities in exchange
for what ever value the guardianship or
protection of her husband might have." 70

Marriage suspended the legal exi stance of women and destroy-

71ed their separate identity. ' The legal disabilities of

women, iinplicate in marriap;e originated in the premise that

marriage was a iinion, kan and women became one, hence, man

became the guardian of woman and there wps no need for a

duTDlication of legal rights. ' Reinforcing the "passive"

sterot\pe of feminine naT:ure, common la;v defined feminine

perrogatives in negative terms. The married woman could not

make contracts on her own. She was authorized to do so only

as an agent of her husband. Nor could she enter into litigat-

ion on her own with the exception of matrimonial action before

any ecclesiastical court. Similarly, she lacked the power to

make a wil] , the disrosal of her goods left up to her husband.

This was not inconsistsint in that they most probably fell

\inder his legal ownership irregardless. Unable to bequeath

anything to her children of her own free will, woman was

also denied rights over her childern in the case of divorce.

This would appear to be inconsistent with the myth of women's

intrinsic suitability to domesticity and motherhood. In

addition, women were not permitted to testify for or against

their husbands in either civil or criminal suits.
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Lacking these basic legal priveledges, women also lacked

any economic independence through rif^hts to property. Upon

marriage, all personal property and possessions as well as all

subsequent wages passed to the control and disposition of the

husband. Even aeath did not return to the wife that which

had been hers. The majority of the husbands estate past to

73his personal representative, usually the eldest son.

Inherited real property was also sub.iect to the control

if not the legal ownership of the husband. He acted as an

enforced tenent, accruing the rents and profits of the land.

With the birth of a live child, he became a tenent by curtesy.

.

Nevertheless, the husband was able to convey his interest in

the land even though his wife, the legal owner was not able to

do so ivithout his consent. Upon his death, the property re-

verted to his wife or her heirs. ^

Land in life estate and land in lease automatically became

75
the property of the husband uron marriage. Thus we see that

common law reinforced the virtue of submission by preventing

any economic independence. The few benefits derived from

marriage represent little recompense for the disabilities suffer-

ed. In the event of the husbands death, the 19th century wife

was entitled to dower in the amount of one/third of the husbands

estate. During his life time, she was entitled to nis support.
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In his capacity as guardian, he was made responsible for his

wifes' debts and for ajiy criminal acts committed in his presence, '"

Only one safety valve existed in the 1 Qth century which

provided an alternative to the inequities of common law. This

was the provision for a married woman's seperate estate in

equity. ' ' Through the medium of trust funds property could

be designated as set aside for the exclusive use of a woman.

This property was usually conveyed by a clearly written deed

or will. Possession of property in equity entitled the woman

to independent control and disposal. The ability to sue or

be sued with respect to this separate estate or to make contracts

enforcable against the separate estate was incumbent upon tiiis

state. Unfortunately, equity was not frequently used in United

States as a remeaiation of com^non law. 78

In the 19th century, the married female stood before the

law as a povierless entity, stripped of the right to her wages,

property, children, civil procedure and even of the right to

vote. The compensation offered her in fulfillment of her

ideal role seems slight. "Without the benefit of a political

voice, remediation of her legal inequities appeared a hope-

less task. Although defenders of the proper sphere of woman,

such as John Ruskin attest to the social and rolitical in-

fluence v;ielded by women vjithin the home, '^this romantic
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fiction had little substance in legal fact. Aacriptioa to

the ideal image of womanhood with its committent aomesticity

and maternity only served to aeprive women of their few legal

ris;hts, and rerlace them with an idealized concept of moral

force. Exercise of this moral force was regarded as obviating

the necessity of legal force.

Despite this ideological justification, a majority of

19th century females were beginning to question their lack of

legal eouality and with it the cult of the true woman and the

home. Forces at work in society were compelling some v;omen

to counteract this ideal image and play a more creative role

in society. Some of these forces included:

1

)

The movements for social reform, especially
temperance and abolition

2) The westward migration
3) Missionary activity
ll) utopean comriunities
5) Industrialization
6) Civil war

All of these forced a response from women which ran counter

to her prior status/role and socially pve scribed value system.

Ironically, subscription to the cult itself was ^c^orasivj
^

to many of its values. The cult accentuated the polar virtu-

osity of the sexes and promoted feminine interference to

imrrove the world. This led women out of the home and altered

her functional attributes from passive to active and from
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Bubmission to competition. Similarly, the demands which the

ciilt placed upon women were so excessive as to be xinrealistic.

The inability of women to duplicate the ideals led to self-

recrimination and eventually to challenge. Mediating between

the ideal and the real, women attempted to retain the virtues

of the ideal cult while enlarging its scope. This resulted

in the creation of a New Woman to replace the True Woman.

Persistance of the mystic of what woman was or ought to be

brought guilt and confusion to the New Woman. The realities

of her new social experiences mediated against acceptance of

the old myth and virtues. The conflict engendered resulted in

a. dislocation of values and a blurring of roles. Meanwhile,

society marshallea its defensive beliefs and sought to con-

vince woman that she possessed both virtue and power and that

her traditional status/role was correct and an integral part
80

of the social order. The tension between the True 'ioman and

The New Joman dominated the secondhalf of the 19th century

in the Form of the IVoman Movement. Opposition to the Woman

Movement included male and female reactionaries alike who utilized

many of the defensive beliefs of the time to substantiate the

traditional status/role of women and the ideal of the True

Woman. Among these, Horace Bushnell and Catherine Beecher are

two eloquent spokesmen.
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Horace Buahnell symbolizes the male-reactionary viewpoint.

Writing in l869, he argued against womaji suffrage utilizing

the defensive belief of genetically determined sexual charactis-

tics. Femininity correlated with affection, sentimentality,

passivity and emotionality. Masculinity exhibited traits of

rationality, intellectuality, activity and morality. These

traits correlated with the physical distinctions between the

sexes. The height, muscular developement, enlarged brain and

physical strength of the male were identified with authority

and command. The lighter, shorter and more graceful counte-

nance of the woman appeared to imrly sympathy, submission and

82
dependence. Bushnell felt that sexual characteristics were

predictive of talent and organization,

"Enterprise and high counsel belongs to one,
also to batter the severities of fortune,
conouers the raw materials of supply;
ornamentation order, comfortable use, all
favors, end garnishes and charms to the
other." o3

Anatomical structural distinctions which implied functional

distinctions suited the sexes to different spheres. Bushnell

reasoned that the sphere of women was not inclusive of the

political process.

"masculine carries, in the distribution of
sex, the governmental function." ^^
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He saw little of the necessary authority in women and admitt-

ed that they exerted an influence over society only by virtue

of male sufferance.

"We take pleasure not seldom in allowing
women to rule us by the volunteering q^
deference we pay to their womanhood." -^

Allegience, rather than command was regarded as women's natural

role. By this she was required to adhere to her husband, sub-

86
mits herself to his forttmes and go down with his ship.

Bushnell regarded suffrage as implying the right public

office and therefore exercise of a quality of leadership which

was contrary to the female notion. Subordination was wo'T,an's

natural state, therefore, suffrage was regarded as a reform

against nature and a virtual attack on their sex.

"they are put under authority by their
nature itself, and if they Hill not take
it as their priveledee to be,... they putn^
contempt themselves on their womanhood." '

Faithful to the cult of True Womanhood, Bushnell attested

that women possessed- a political and physical i ower of i*ule

vested in their beauty and woman by virtues. True also to the

theory of conversion of opposites, he sites that ^^omen's sub-

mission rendered tnem morally superior.
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"The highest virtues, poorest in motives
and really most difficult, are never to
bo looked for in to most forward and
potentialy regnant states," ^^

Bushnell felt that the effects of political life inrlied

by sufferage would be destructive to the feminine character

and constitution as well as to society at large. He posited

that the nature of campaign life was fundamentally harmful to

women. Its high key was regarded as putting too much strain

on the female organism. With this emotional nature, she would

be more libel to excess, weaking the moral context of both

herself and her cause by over indulgence. Once corrupted she

would become more debased and morally abandoned then her male

counterpart, because of the essential purety of her nature.

The presence of these corrupt female candidates would in turn

corrupt tne larger political system. Sex-based voting would

ensure tneir perpetuation in office and pollute the entire

89
political system. Political activity is thus vxewea as con-

tributing to the fall of womanhood into corruption and con-

tempt.

Espousing a Darwinian orientation, Bushnell felt that a

change in fiinction would result in a change in constitution

and structure.
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"The look will be sharp, the voice will be
harsh and shrill, the action will be ancular
ajtid abrupt, willinesa, self-assertion, bold-
ness, eagerness for place and power will get
into the expression more and more distinctly,
and become inbred in tne Native Habit." 90

Not only would suffrage destroy the aesthetic feminine virtues

of womahhood, but it would also result in a physical alteration,

Enfranchised womanhood was viewed as evolving into an

androgenous race, A taller, brawnier female with bigger hands

and feet and a heavier brain was visualized by Bushnell as the

91successive species of the enfranchised female. To Horace

Bushnell, suffrage posed a threat to the entire race of women.

"VVhen a woman has set herself up for a
practical dittoship with man, refusing
to accept the name of her husband, or
have any but a partnership relation
with him, she ceases to be a woman at
all."

92'

It posed an equal threat to the rest of society. Political

activity was considered to be socially disfunctional. It would

result in the deterioration of the family state. Celibacy

divorce and delinquency would all result from the removal of

93
women from the domestic into the rolitical sphere. Like

many other critics of his time, Bushnell linked female suffrage

to the decline of civilization. He felt that it would lead

9k
to a cataclysmic uphevel that adm.it no recovery.
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Essentials, Bushnell saw no need for the enlargement of

status and role which suTfrage implied. He considered her

prospects to be adequate within the context of her traditional

status/role. He did not view wom*i as politically oppressed

due to the inate nature of her subjectivity. Nor did her

sub.lectivity imply inferiority to him or a lack of pov;er.

Feminine influence was exercised through the traditional

enactment of her role as wife and mother. Bushnell also

believed that women possessed enough potential activity

within their present role. Charitable and religious works

suprlied an inexhaustable reservoir of op-cortunities which
95

would suffer without female attention. He concludes by

maintaining that wornan's subject nature contains all the

grandest possibilities of v/ork and power and character

available to her.

In uis writings, Horace Bushnell brings to bear all the

supportive beliefs that surrounds the cultvtrue womanhood.

He vocalizes the prejudices of society which confronted the

early workers of the V/oman Movement in their atter^pt to expand

the role and alter the status of women.

"I wanu them exactly not to govern, not to
vote, not to be the stamping pov;er of
asseriblies; natures that go to make at-
mosphere, not to burn it up; who can be
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•pert, who can wait in sxlence, who can
think it a priveledge not to be reauired
in time of conflagration end assijune it as
their foner and more gentle lot to be in
the sweetness of God, and keep aorne flavor
of it for the flavorless and hardworn life
of their husbanas." ^^

It we3 with such a pervasive ideal of womanhood that Susan B.

Anthony, Lucy Stone, Elizabeth Cady Stanton,

had to contend, twenty-one years after the first convention

at Seneca Falls.

Catherine Beecher is widely regarded as the spokeswoman

for feminine opposition to the Wonan Movement. Although she

shares with Horace Bushnell an opposition to woman suffrage,

her argument is more functional than genetic. Through her

work, she reveals herself as a family functionalist who views

women's role in relation to the structure ana function of the

family. Her position is colored by a literal Biblical interp-

retation of the duties oi' position of a women. Therefore,

while she binds the family woman to her subservient position

and circumscribed role, she allows more leverage for the

single female wno is the product of social displacement.
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young children to be followers of Christ, ^'^ Within this

context, woman's function is the education of immortal minds

through her exanple of meekness, gentleness, obedience and

98self-denying love. This example, which requires moral as

well as intellectual power, is acquired through the humble,

laborious and daily duties of the family state, ^*^ Domesticity,

is thus regarded as essential to motherhood.

The role of man within the family state is that of head,

protector and provider. It is his duty to labor and through
100

his training, to elevate woman for her high calling,

Ms, Beecher believed that feminine sub.iugation was

rationalized in a political as well as a Christian context.

It was her contention that woman was a subordinate in the

family state .I'ust as her father, husband, brother and sons

101
were subordinate m the civil states.

Scripture cresentea the essential rationalization for

female subndssiveness. i-is. Beecher refers to the iniunction

of Ephesions: v:22 to 33

"wives submit yourselves unto your own
husbands as unto the word." 102

Utilizing a Biblical and a functional rational^ Catherine

Beecher reinforces the submissive nature of women.

However, Ms. Beecher does assert that women share with
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men the equal right to haptiness and utility. Thus, she

departs from the virtues of feminine passinity. Due to v/ar,

emmigration and vicious inaulgences, she asserts that

the number of single women have increased. Lacking the love

and protection secured by marriage, these women must turn to

the charity of others or self suprort. In so doing, they
103

are conlronted by the unjust laws of society. Structured

to the assumption that all women are to marry and be support-

ed by husbands, society makes no provision for the cases

where these women do the same work and do it equally well.

Thus, the single female is sub.iect to unequal pay scales that

violate her feminine rights to happiness and utility, ^ This,

condition of social disequilibrim, according to Ms, Beecher,

constitutes to basis of women's rights agitation, v/hile she

ssTictions the right of women to equal pay for equal \-;ork, she

does not recognize equality in rites of government and law.

These, she feels, are predicated upon force for effectiveness,

105
It is precisely this form which women lack.

While conforming to a portion of the cult of true woman-

hood, she did not accept it on its entirety. She like many

19th century women, was hampered by her excessive Christianity

from ascribing to an equal status for women. Her Christian
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emphasis an subservience was doubtlessly reinforced by an

extensive study whicn she conducted on the state of female

health. This stuay revealed to her that the standards of

health among American women was so low as to obscure a

correct idea of what a healthy woman was. The dependent

nature of woman appeared triply evident to Ms. Beecher:

scriptually, functionally and constitutionally. Although

she makes concessions to the unfortunate women outside of

matrimony, Ms. Beecher reinforces the domestic, submissive

role of women. Her position epitomizes that of the average

liberal but not liberated woman of her time.

Confronted by such a pervasive ideal one wonders what

type of individual could rise-up in defiance of the norm.

IVhat characteristics set apart the leaders of the first

generation of the Woman Movement as distinct from their less

rebellious sisters? '•That characteristics did they share and

in what ways did they differ? Lastly, what affect did their

diiferences have on the role each would play within the V/oman

Movement? The remainder of this paper is an analysis of the

lives and careers of I.ucretia Mott, Lucy Stone, Elizabeth

Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony, the four primary leaders

of the first generation of the Woman Movement.
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The basis of the Woman's Rights Movement as stated in

the "Declaration of the Flights of Woman" at the ^bi^.6 Seneca

Palls Convention, v;as a growing dissatisfaction v;ith the

socially prescribed status/role of women. At that time,

feminine behavior was ascribed by a society which continuously

and consciously refracted sex-related expectations on to

woman as a minor cast back on image. The feminine role was

consistently snapea and formed by verbal and physical inter-

actions, both airectly ana indirectly.

Confronting severe negative social sanction, the early

leaders of the V/oman Movement knowingly aeviated from the

a2 provea norms of society. They rebellea a>:ainst the tradition-

ally ascriptive nature of their status ana role by aemanaing

equal sexual s-catus as well as achievea roles.

What were t-.e roots of this rebellion in the lives of the

woman who led it? For most, it \-jas not at first a conscious

rejection of a male dominated society, polity and economy.

Rather, it was a rejection of traaitionaliy ascribed roles

which preceded tne rebellion against unequal status. This

early role rejection was manifested in the enactment of deviant

role patterns in childhood and later adulthood.

Perhaps one explanation for this devience maybe found with-
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in the jrocess of socialization. Socialization is the process

through which society instills its values and norms within

the individual. Although a life-long procedure, socialization

is carried on primarily in childhood through the motivation

of the family, secondary groups, extra familial in nature,

may also be active in this process.

Consideration of the lives of the leaders of the Woman

Movement in the first generation indicates the presence of

two separate processes of socialization. The first occurred

in childhood, when forces were active ^^rhich altered the tra-

ditional sexual role model either through socialization in a

deviSnt subculture or individual enlightenment. The result

was - confusion in sexual role patterning. The second process

developed in adulthood when association with like-minded liberals

preceded by involvement in social reiorm, promoted a re-evalu-

ation of previous norms ana values. The reinforcement of the

pre-existing deviant concept of feminine statue and role re-

sulted. This deviant concept evolved into a new conception

of feminine status and role. Ascrixtion to this new conception

of feminine status and role v/as manifested through involvement

in the V/oman Movement. Examination of the extra-domestic

careers of these women reinforces this contention.
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Let U3 turn to an accesjment of the childhooa, education,

marriage and careers of Lucretia Mott, I.ucy Stone, Elizabeth

Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony. By so doing, we may dis-

cover the process by wnich internalization of a aeviaat

feminine role pattern was differentially affected and rein-

forced.

The four women examined here do share certain common

characteristics. All four share a common geosra^jhic origin,

having been both born ana brea in the ^lorth. Childhood

resiaence for all three was limited to the New York end/or

Masseschusetts area.

Of the four, I.ucretia ana Susan B. experienced the least

continuity of r -siaence. Born in Nantucket, I.ucretia removea

to Boston at the age of 1 2 and again to f-hiladelphia at the
107

age of 16. Alteration in residence accompaniea alteration in

paternal occupation, Origisnally the captain of a whaling

vessel, Thomas Coffin assured tne occupation of commission

merchant up^n removal to Boston. Financial success combined

with religious motivation l ronpted his removal to i'hiladeljihia.

Like Lucretia, Susan B. was residentially mobile, moving

twice before her 19th birthday. Born' near Adans, I-'asoechucetts,

108
She movea six ye&rs later to Battenville, Nei-J York. Thir-

teen years nence, Susan movea again to Hardscrabble, Uev York.
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This intransigence was a function of financial instability

which paralleled the fluctuating occupational role of her

father. The first nove to Battenville was a forra of upward

social v'lobility. I-Tr. Anthony utilized the profit from his

successful textile mill in Adams to purcnase a fine brick

house in Battenville and a factory chut "was tne largest and
109

most prosperous in that part of the country." The second

move to H-srdscrabDle however, exhibitea reverse properties.

The degression of I636 nes^iteted a change in life-style.

The Anthony girls were withdrawn from the fashionable seminary

they were at-cenaing ana their household good were liquidated,

Mr. Anthony was forced to take his family and retire to one

of his smaller businesses in hardscrabble, !Iew York. At tiiis

110
time, Susan and her older sister Guelma began to teach.

It is cjviaent that in addition to residential instability,

Susan's chilohood was punctuated by alterX^ations in income and

life style. Her social status fluctuated between Urper Middle

class, Midale Hidale class and Lower Kiddle class. Stabili-

zation occured only in later life when Kr. Anthony &mbarked

U( on a prosperous career in insurance, after affecting a third

move to Rochester, New York.

In contrast, both Lucy and Elizabeth possessed a resident-

ially ana financially stable childhood in a family whose social
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FAi.:ILY OF OfilENTATION: LUCY STONE ELACKWELL ( I3l8 - 1893 )
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status remained fixed. Until her iiarriage at the age of 25

Elizabeth residea in Johnstovm, New York with her fatner, a

wealthy and much respected judge. Although residentially

stable, she none-the-less experienced a degree of geographical

mobility through traveling and visiting. Dtiring the :/ears

between school and marriage, Elizabeth was nighly mobile,

paying continual visits to friends and relatives throughout

111
the state. tiven as a child, she made several ,1ournies to

places sucn as Saratoga, Utica, Niagra and peterboro. Such

a degree of unnecessary mobility was unusual for a Northern

female in the 19th century.

In early childhood, Lucy Stone's mobility was circum-

scribed by her enviBrnment. The demands of her rural, agri-

cultural enviomment and the large, extenaed household to

wnich she belonged closed out any possibility of idle time

and travel. As one of nine children on an accive farm, lucy

112
had many tasks to -jc/Seform. It was Lucy's aesire for education

that functioned as the mobilizing force in her life. In spite

of tae secure financial position of her father, Lucy was ed-

ucated al.n.ost entirely at her own expense on what we would

today term a work-study program. Overriding the opposition

of her father she intermittently attended and taught at
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Quaboug Seminary, Wilbraham Academy and Mt, Holyoke Seminary,

all in Massechuaetts. Finally, at the age of 25, she attended

Oberlin College in Ohio, the only co-educational college in

the United States. Thus, although Lucys' familial residence

remained stable, she did experience a considerable degree of

geographical mobility in pursuit of her educational aims.

Although mobility promoted exposure to different influences,

the primary family unit remained the structive most responsible

for orientation in the childhood of these wonen.

The family of procreation, which made-up the ma.iority of

the social envi'9rnment for each of these women, was large.

Multiple siblings were characteristic of the natal family of

Lucretia, Lucy, Elizabeth and Susan. Lucretia Coffin Mott

issued from a fsmily which included 7 children, Lucy from a

family of 7, Elizabeth 6 and Susan 6. In this respect all

four women conformed to the demographic trend of the day which

evinced large families.

Within each family, 8 possible relationships existed and

exerted a differential influence upon the child. These were:

mother - father
mother - daughter
mother - son
father - daughter
fatner - son
brother - sister
brother - brother
sister - sister

^Measured in surviving children
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Among these possible relationships, the father - daughter

seems to have exerted the most influence in the lives of three

of these woman. Only in one case is the mother - daughter

relationship predominent. Lucretia Mott is the sole member

of this group whose mother served as an ideal role model.

Residing in Nantucket, Lucretia was raised amid a stero-

typed expanded feminine role. Due to the nature of the island

economy (whaling) Nantucket women were forced to assume the

responsibilities of family maintenance, education and often

113
business management in the absence of their husbands, Mj?3.

Coffin v.'as no exception. In her husbands absence, she opened

a shop of goods in their home, and engaged in other mercantile

activities, Lucretia wrote of her childhood:

"I can remember how our mothers were
employed while our fethers were at
sea. The mothers with their children
around - it was not customary to have
nurses then - kept small groceries and
sold provisions that they might make
som.ething in the absence of their
husbands. At that tim.e, it required
some money and some courage to get to
Boston. They were oblip;ed to go to
that city, make their trades, exchange
their oils and candles for dry goods,
and all the varieties of country store,
set their own price, keep tneir own
accQijints, and with all this, have very
little help in the family to wnich .

they must discharge their d\ities." ^
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The duties and life-style which the economic basis of the

island forced uv.on its women conbinea with the precepts of

Quakerism to create a peculiar breed of woman. Independent,

level headed and intellectually acute, they presented role

models very different from those confronting the average 19th

century girl.

Mrs. Stone, Mrs. Cady and Mrs. Anthony all conform to

the normative expectations of sexual status and role behavior

of that day. By Lucy Stoned own admission, her mother, that

member of her sex most responsible for her socialization, was

-lie
content to be subject to her father. -^ Similarly, Mrs. Cady

did not offer an alternative role model. i^lizabeth remembers

her mother as

"...a tall queenly looking woman,,.,
courageous, selfreliant and at her
ease under all circumstances and in
all places." and "interest^ed in her
father's rolitical campaigns." 116

Her contribution to Elizabetns • chilahood is briefly cited

as an emphasis ut on economy of effort. Upon the marriage of

her oldest daughter, Tryphena, she retired from active manage-

ment of the household. Mrs. Cady passed on this task along

with her authority to Tryrhena and her. nusbemd. It is doubtful

that she presented a very pervasive role model to her younger

daughter, Elizabeth.

If internalization of role patterns was a conscious process.
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measTired by the recognized impact of the role model ut on the

initiate, all three nothers, would rate a zero. None of these

women is given significant mention in the reminiscence of their

daughters. Even Mrs. Anthony, whom we assume would have pre-

sented a relatively egalitarian role moael to her daughter

due to the Quaker sentiments of her husband, disappoints us.

Far from exerting an active force within the family, Mrs, Anthony

was described by Katherine Anthony, a niece ajid biosrapher of

117
Susan as, "a silent woman". This reticent figure was regard-

ed as a drudge to a cea^Jess rouna of domestic tasks, "of which

she seemed the embodiment but not the originator. This may

well be due to the fact that:

"The production of every item of food,
clothing, and warmth for a growing
family, as well as the production of
the family itself, der ended ut on the
woman at the center,"' '^

The influence she exerted upon her chilaren v;as primarily

that of a teacher of domestic tasks. Little ai'fectional and

intellectual communication appeared to pass from mother to

child in Susans youth. It is said that;

"I.ucy Anthony gave up singing to her
' children because her husbanas

'

religion disapproved of singing; then
she also gave up talking to them, \irhich

was a far greater loss."

Viewed in the light of the experiences of tliese four
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woman, it would appear that male family members provided a

positive role model while mothers provided a neutral or

negative one. Except for the case of Lucretia Mott, the

roots of sex role rebellion may be foiond not in patterning

on a devient female model in childhood, but rebellion against

that model and internalization of a male-oriented sex role

pattern. In the biographies and autobiographies of Lucy

Stone, Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony, the inter-

action between father and daughter is regarded as the most

formative. Although this interaction was not always of a

positive nature, the acquisition of traditional male aspirat-

ions is a feature of the childhood of each of these women.

An example of positive father - daughter interaction may

be seen in the life of Susan B. Anthony. Alma Lutz, a biogra-

pher of Susan, believed quite strongly in the influence of

her Quaker heritage and the individualism of her father on the

ideals which she internalized and the course which she followed

in later life. In a very real sense, Daniel Anthony was the

source of SussLn's Quaker heritage. (Although her mother attended

meetings, Lucy Anthony was not herself a Quaker. ) Daniel

transmitted a set of Quaker ethics to his daughters which in-

cluded a firm belief in sexual equality. Men and women were

regarded as partners in church and at home with equal access
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to church positions, A belief in the necessity of full ed-

ucation for both sexes accompanied this basic tenent. Respect

for Quaker discipline and austerity was a third value instilled

in Susan B. Anthony. Finally, a vigouous work ethic which

incorporated a duty of aid to the unfortunates oecame a part

of Susan's Guaker value orientation.

On a personal level, Daniel Anthony established a pattern

of behavior which superceded many of the more restrictive Quaker

values. Although a aevout friena, he was a free-thinker. He

trusted to the indiviaualism of his inner light to sucn a

degree that he often alienated himself even from his liberal

1 22Hick^site constituency. Daniel Anthony's tenaancy tov/aras

an inner-directed value orientation was evinced in many inci-

dents throughout nis life.

In his youth, Daniel consciously violated the endogamous

prerequisites of the Quaker meeting when he married Lucy Reid,

a Baptist, In so doing, he risked being read out of the Heet-

ing, -^ Later in life, when residing in Hardscrabble, New York,

he allowed the village youth to hold their dancing school in

the ballroom of his inn. For this flagrant abuse of Cuaker

values, v;hich denied dancing, he was read out of the Friends

Meeting, ^^

Daniel Anthony consistently maintained this traaition of
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independent thought

:

"Even when its leading differed from
the considered jud^i^ent of his
fellow Quakers." '^5

Such personal liberalism carried over into political and

social spheres. Conscious of the evils of slavery, he

judiciously attempted to purchase cotton from non-slave

holders. Pacifistic in orientation, he also voluntarily

suspended his franchise, refusing to vote for a government

126
that advocated war. Socially, Mr. Anthony enacted the

role of I hilanthroj ist and social reformer. We started an

evening school for his mill workers and attempted to organize

127
a temperance society among these same workers.

Throughout her childliood, Susan B. Anthony was exposed

to a life-style which stressed individualism, liberalism and

philanthropy as it's ma.ior values. rnese values were trans-

mitted through her father. By her internalization of these

values and their associated behavior, Susan was utilizing her

father as a role model. Page Smith alludes to the strength

of father - daughter relationships among 19th century female

reformers in his book. Daughters of the promised Land . Here

in he asserts that the father - daughter relationship remained

more vital than its mother - aaug:hter counterpart throughout

the 19th century. It is to the alliance of father and daughter
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that Mr. Smith attributes the intelligence and ambition of

leading feminine figures in the 1 8th and 19th centuries.

Although Susan conforms to Smith's generalization of the

supvortive and affectional bond between father and daughter

which manifested itself in positive role modeling, Lucy Stone

and Elizabeth Cady Stanton do not. For both Lucy and Elizabeth,

paternal interactions were patriarchal in nature without being

supportive. Both Nr, Stone and Judge Cady acted as instrumental

leaders within the family structure. Task oriented, unemot-

ional ana aecisive, they both inspired fear, rather than affect-

1 29ion in their daup^hters. Elizabeth characterizes the parent-

child relationship in the Caay household as normative, but one

of fear more than love,

"..our parents were kind, indulgent and
considerate as the Puritan ideas of those
days permitted, but fear rather than love
of God and parents alike predominated." 130

Such a relationship was also characterized in the interaction

between Lucy Stone and her father. Mr. Stone is seen as a

demanding task master, strictly enforcing a work etnic. which

held that those with superior ability were required to produce

1 31
more. He is also seen as the enforcer of a strict, patriarchy

in which authority, education and opportunity flowed from father

to sons.

Both Mr. Stone and Juage Cady encoura^jed the internalization
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of traditional female roles. They did not consciously propose

a deviant pattern of female behavior based uron a male model

as did Mr. Antnony. However, I.ucy and Elizabeth did attempt

to win the commendation of their fathers by exhibition of

behavior associated with the male sex role. This behavior

wps acquired through association with other males, notably,

their brothers. Elizabeth's utilization of her brother as a

role model is expressed quite clearly in her autobiography.

Eighty Years and More . When Elizabeth was eleven years of age,

her only brother, recently graduated from Union College, died.

The excessive grief of her father for his only son moved her

to pity. In the miast of Elizabeth's attempt to comfort her

1 32
father, he is quoted as exclaiming: "..if only you were a boy"

This hardened in her the resolution to occupy her brother's

place in his heart. To do so, Elizabeth a-cterr.pted to fill the

role of her brother by imitating him academically, through

achievement in male oriented education ana physically, through

133
coursge and mastery of riaing. Hov;ever, irregardless of her

achievements within the male role set, Elizabeth coula not

atLain the status of a boy in her father's eyes. It was at

tnis time that:

"..she realizea that a girl weigned less
in the scale of being than a boy." ^2i^.

For I.ucy Stone, acquisition of a behavior pattern was
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a reactionary, as well as an immitative process. Much of

Lucy's early c'aildhood was spent in interaction with Luthor,

her closest male s;^bling, ^ This interaction v/as pre-

dominantly competative in nature. A natural outgrov;Uh of

such competition was internalization of patterns of male be-

havior. Although Iiucy •iiras able to successfully imitate

aspects of male role, she was denied access to commensurate

status. Thus, in spite of the fact that she could learn raore

rai idly than Luthor and rim faster, he still received presidence

136
over her by virtue of his sex. I'Ucy reacted against this

inequit;y as she had against the religiously imposed doctrine

1 37
of female subservience. Her reaction against the unequal

distribution of privilege according to sex combined with utili-

zation of male role models, moved her farther from the traditional

female role ana closer to male patterns of behavior and aspirations,

Lucretia Hott represents the sole individual amid this

group for whom the paternal model was less influential than the

maternal model. This difference may be attributed to unique

economic and cultural circumstances. Not only aid her Quaker

heritage promote feminine equality, but the occupation of her

father necessitated a matrifocftl family structure in

early life. The necessity of such a family pattern is well

illustrated by an incident from Lucretia 's chilahood. For a
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period of two years, Thomas Coffin was lost ajid believed

dead on a whaling voyage. Ecaring this time, lAra, Coffin

asstimed total resronsibility for suprort and maintanence

of the family. Such paternal absence, which sometimes be-

came permanent, was a comraon facet of the Nantucket economy

based on whaling. The matrifocal family pattern was thus

enhanced by its general diffusion throughout the Nantucket

commiuiity. Even v;hen Thomas Coffin's occupation and resi-

dence changed, the tradition of matrifocality remained. It

was enhanced, perhaps by the vitality of Mrs. Coffin herself

who was a dominant influence in the Coffin household. Con-

stant reference is made to "mother's ways", in I.ucretias

'

mem.oranda. "^ 3°

Reference was also made by I.ucretia to her younger sister

Elizabeth. Often referred to as I.ucretia 's tv/in, these tv;o

1 39chilaren shared many aaventures together. Intervention of

a vital sorel relauionship is also noted in the autobiogravny

Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Both Lucretia and Elizabeth aiipear to

be influenced in the formation of behavior patterns by their

younger sisters. In the company of her younger sister. Margaret,

Elizabeth wagea an active battle against " nullity ".(that

state of apathetic obedience promoted by restrictive authority

figures.) Under Margirets urging they performed v;hat Elizabeth
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referred to as "justifiable acts of rebellion against the

tyranny of those in authority." These included: wading

in forbidden streams and visiting forbidden places. Even in

later years Elizabeth sanctioned her "high handed transgress-

ions" of parental rules,

"If we had observed them, v;e might
as well have been embalmed as mummies
for all the pleasure and freedom vje

should have had in our childhood. "lLi.1

Elizabeth and Margaret engaged in a mutually reinforcing

rebellion against parentally prescribed roles. The quality of

their relationship aoes not appear to be imitative in nature.

We cannot determine if one served as a definite role model

for the other. However, they did mutually reinforce devia^it

sexual patterns of behavior. Notable among these was rebellion

against feminine submission.

Although I.ucretia's relationship with her sister was not

basically rebellious in nature, it did promote a wider scope

of initiative. Like Margaret, bJlizabeth was an adventurer who

urged Lucre tia to see things and do things she other wise might

have missed. she thus reinforced I.ucretia's tendency towards

activism.

The older sisters of both Lucretia and Elizabeth appr~r to

present no deviant role nodela. Both marriea and fulfilled t-.e
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normative female role. In fact, it is probably to the example

of these older sisters that Lucretia and Elizabeth owed their

considerable domestic skills,

Spr©l relationships in thefamilies of Susan B. Anthony and

Lucy Stone exerted even less of a deviant force. Two of Susan's

sisters married and enacted the roles of wile and mother. A

third remained a spinster school teacher and a fourth died in

her youth.

Lucy Stone possessed three sisters, two older, Elizabeth

and Rhoda and one vounger, Sarah. Their influence is difficult

to measure due to the raucity of information provided, Elizabeth

was a school teacner, but died while Lucy W£. s attenaing Mt.

Hol^oke, she had encouraged Lucy's education, giving her a

novel to read at one time. Although younger, Sarah too

aiaed, Lucy in her education by contributing her own meagre

finances, ^-^ lilizabeth is noted only for her aid to lirs. Stone

throughout Lucys' youth. It would appear that neither Elizabeth

nor Sarah enacted non-normative roles themselves. Hov;ever,

their contributions to Lucy's education maybe interpretea as a

form of positive sanction. '.Vithin the ^itone household, it was

Lucys' brother, William Bowman who encouraged and supported

Lucys' devia.it role.

For Lucy Stone, Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony,
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the predoninent force in interfamilial interaction v/as male.

Each of these women obtained their orientation in childhood

from the male members of their family. The father - daughter

and brother - sister relationships appear to be most formative.

Prom these, Iiucy, Susan and Elizabeth drew both value orien-

tations and patterns of behavior. Directly or indirectlj, all

three of these women were socialized to a deviant female role

in childhood. Although the product of maternal role modeling,

Lucretia Mott was also the subject of deviant socialization.

Primary socialization thus began a process of devidnt

socialization for these women. These deviant jatterns would

be differentially reinforce and contradicted when contact with

secondary forces of socialization was made. Extension of the

natal family structure of these women presented such an oppor-

txinity for secondary contact in childhood.

The natal fardly structure of three of these women was

extenaed. Lucy, Susan and Elizabeth all belonged to large

households extended by either kin, friends or servants. Both

Elizabeth and Susan resided in households whicn incluaed in-

dividuals with occupational, rather than consanguinal affiliat-

ion. For example, the Cady household- included parents, their

six offspring, various nurses and negro servants and diverse

young la^ clerks from the Juages' office.
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The household of the Anthony family/ varied in constituency

according to their geographic local, rlesiaing in Adams, the

household was extended to include the young female mill-workers

111.5
of Mr, Antbony's factory. The Anthony's Hardscrabble House-

hold included various itinerate travelers wno stopped to lodge

at the Inn in which they resided, ^

Lucy Stone shared with pjlizabeth and Susan membership in

an extended household, but one of a dilferent nature. The

Stone household was extenaed both consanguinally and inter-

mittently by affiliation. A maiden aunt resided with the

Stone family in aaciition to various inebriated contemporaries

of I4r. Stone, on a periodic basis.

Thus, at one time or another, Lucy, Elizabeth and Susan

all resided in household extended either functionally, con-

sanguinally or by affiliation. Such extensions multiplied

the existing relationships and acted as an intervening variable,

introducing new forces into the lives of these women. These

new forces proved to promote turning points in the lives of

two of those women, Elizabeth and Lucy.

Both Elizabeth and lucy experienced a sudden awakening

in childhood v;hich made visible to them the un.iust constraints

of their status and role as women. V/hen Elizabeth was asked

where she learnea to feel the wrongs of her sex, she replied.
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li;7
in the law office's of her father, listening to his clients.

"The tears and complaints of the women
who came to my father for legal aavice
touched my heart and early drev; my
attention to the inlustice, and cruelty
of the laws." 114.8

This real experience, conbined with her readings on the legal

position of women and discourses with her father's students

acquainted her with the constraints of her sexual status and

role. It was the fionctional extension of the Cady household

which brought many of these forces to bear on Elizabeth,

Similarly, it was the extension of the Stone household

to include various alcoholic ex-school mates of her father

which awakened Lucy to the inferior position of women. She

experienced a great sense of frustretion at the imcosition of

these unv/anted visitors upon her mother and the family. In

the woros of her daughter and biographer:

"The overmastering purj.ose of her life
took possession of her in childhood.
She very early became indignant at the
way in which she saw her mother and
other women treated by their husbands
and by the laws, and she silently made-
up her mind that those laws must be
changed." 1^9

I was this chilohood horror at the position of women which

drove Lucy to a comrulsive aesire for education.

It is widely agreed by the biographers of Elizabeth and

Lucy that these cnildiiood incidents were manifest turning
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points in their lives, Susan B. Anthony also experienced

such a turning r oint due to familial extension, but it was

believed to be latent in its implications. V/hile still re-

siding in Adams, Massechusetts, Susan confronted the confusing

dualism of sexual stanaards of employment. This occured with-

in her father's mill where the most able of his employees

was denied a supervisory position aue to her sex. Such

inequity puzzled Susan throughout her childhood but its impli-

cations for ^^fider society were not made clesr to her due to

the egalitarian Quaker principles practiced within her immed-

151
iate househola. une of the foremost of these rrinciples was

that of sexual equality,

"...v.'itn this valuation of women accepted
as a matter of course in her church and
family circle, Susan took it for ?;ranted
that it existed everywhere ."'' 52

Although functionally extended, it would af pear that the

Anthony family livea a more socially isolated existence with-

in a self sufficient Quaker comjnunity. The same mipht be said

of I.ucretia Mott, She remains the only individual of this

group whose family of orientation was consistently nuclear

and remained so until her marriage, A Quaker, like Susan,

I.ucretia had little o:.portunity to experience sexual inequity

within the precincts of her home. Residence in the primarily

Quaker community of Nantucket enlarged her isolation. Lacking
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familial extension of any sort, it was left for the realities

of feminine inequity to impinge upon Lucretia upon extosure

to wider society. 3oston and a year spent in public school

there represented exi osure to diverse social forces. Realizat-

ion of the unequal educational opportxinities provided boys and

girls was one of her earliest recollections of sexual inequity.

In fact, the educational experiences of each of these women

represents a major medium of contact with secondary forces of

socialization.

Restraint of educational opportunities was one of the

manifestations of unequal female status and role which inping-

ed upon all women in the 19th century. As such, this educat-

ional restraint was a part of Americas' heritage. Living in

the last part of the 1 6th century (in Boston) Albigal Adams

was given to write

:

"Female education in the best families,
went no further than writing and arithmetic:
in some few and rare instances, music and
dancing." ^^^

This does not api.ear to be much of an improvement over the

17th century. Speaking of Virginia, Spruille notes:

"Although a few dautrhters of the favored
classes were eauc;-?ted abroad and others
taught in private or neighborhood schools.

a large ma.iority of seventeenth century
women in Virginia were totally illiterate and
those ;i/ho had any schooling v;ere generally
taught only the most elementary sub,1ects." 1 5L|.
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In addition to noting the dearth of education among even the

wealthy, Mrs. Adams states that: "it was fashionable to

ridicule female learning." Such ridicule was a form of negative

sanction practiced by the society of the day. It promoted

adherence to the normative educational status of women and

reinforced the ideal : that of acquaintance, but not insight,

this ideal was still prevalent in the mid 19th century.

According to such an ideal

:

"A.. lady should appear to think well
of books, rather than to speak well
of them... she should, by habit, form
her mind to the noble, and pathetic,
and she should have acquaintance with
the fine arts, because they enrich and
beautify the imagination; but she
should carefully keep them out of view
in the shape of learning and let them
run through the easy vein of unpre-
meditated thought. For this reason
she should seldom use and not alv/ays
aypear to unaerstand the terms of art.
The gentleman will occasionally explain
them to her. " 155

The impingement of such a heritage and such an ideal is noted

in the lives of two of these four women. The exception to

this tradition and ideal were Lucretia Mott and Susan B.

Anthony.

Emmersion in a Quaker culture which emthasized the in-

trinsic imrortance of equal education excepted Lucretia and

156
Susan from the imraediate impact of such a value orientation.
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True to his Quaker value system, Mr. Mott was concerned with

providing a stable Quaker education for all of his children.

Cognizant of I.ucretias' superior academic ability, he \ifished

to allow her to capitalize on it. Until the age of 12, Lucretia

157
was educated at a Quaker school in Nantucket. After attending

free school in Boston for one year, she was enrolled in Nine
158

Partners, a Friends School in New York.

During her term in Boston's rublic schools, Lucretia

encountered the inecuity of the sex-based public educational

system. Here in, girls were schooled for a shorter time and

159
less intensively than their male counterparts. Lucretia 's

experience at Nine Partners reinforced this realization. Al-

though co-eaucational in principle, classes were sexually

160
sesrogated. The curricula was basically tiie same for both

sections as was the tuition. However, u: on assnpiing the posit-

ion of tescher, women were raid less for their services tnan

1^1 ...
were men. Lucretia encounterea tnis inconsistency personally.

As a tribute to her superior scnolasticism, Lucretia wes offered

1 hP
an unsalaried teaching assistantship in 16C8. She held this

\intil her graduation in 1610 at the age of 17. Although sub-

ject to an extended education in the Quaker tradition, lucretia

still encountered many of the educational pre.iuaices of her

time.
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In the same fashion as Thomas Coffin, Daniel Anthony

made more than adequate provisions for his children's ed-

ucation as long as his finances permitted. Unsatisfied with

the quality of rublic education in Battenville, New York,

Mr, Anthony commissioned several liberal young teachers from

a nearby Friend's Seminary and set-up a neighborhood school,

Mr. Anthony regarded it a Quaker's duty not only to be

educated, but also to provide education for others. He en-

couraged Susan to teach "home school" each summer from her 1 5th

1 AC
birthday onward. -^

At the age of 17» Susan was enrolled in Deborah Moul son's

Friends Seminary, She remained there for one year, xursuing

the study of arithmetic, algebra, literature, chemistry, physi-

166
ology, astronomy and bookkeeping. The financial difficulties

of her father forced her withdrawal from the role of student

and acceptance of the role of teacher at the age of 10. But

for the waning fortunes of her father, it is conceivable that

Susan would have continued her education. Unobstructed in

breadth or length of education, Susan confronted her only sex-

based conflict when she assumed the role of teacher. Unequal

salary posed the crux of this inequity.

Both I.ucretia and Susan were the fortunate recipients of

relatively liberal educations due to their g.uaker heritage.
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Elizabeth and Lucy acquired their education by a different

route. Like Susan, Elizabeth experienced a liberal education,

but one which stemmed from a different value system

Until the age of sixteen, Elizabeth attended co-educati^nal

classes at the Johnstown Academy. Here she conpeted with and

often achieved over her male counterparts in mathematics and

167
languages. Educational segregation based on sex came with

graduation and the elimination of college as a viable alternative

for a female. Elizabeths parents had decided that she would

attend V/illard Female Seminary in Troy. This symbolized the

end of her liberal institutional education. It also illustrates

the impingement of the prevailing value system of the time

which held that women did not need advanced education. They

required only the refinement of artistic sensibilities such as

a female academy could offer. Looking back on her years at

Willard, Elizabeth noted:

"My own experience proves to me that it
is a grave mistake to send boys and girls
to separate institutions of learning,
especially at the most impressionable age.
The stimulus of sex promotes alike a healthy
condition of the intellectual and moral
faculties and gives to both a developement
they never can acquire alone." 1°"

Despite the institutional constraints of her education at the

a,^e of 16, Elizabeth still encountered much intellectual stim-

ulation within her home. The law office of her father afforded

her a rare education in the legal restraints imrosed upon her
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sex. Similarly, her association with her father's yo\ing law

clerks broadened her vistas and quickened her wit. With tnem,

she discoursed on law, philosoi hy, political economy, history

and poetry. Although thwarted in her conventional eaucational

aspirations, Elizabeth was exposed to a breaath of knowledge

which neither Lucy nor Susan could duplicate.

Of the three women, Lucy Stone encountered the greatest

obstacles to her education and the most forceable imringement

of the existing value system. however, Lucy surmounted

obstacles and imi.ingements ana is the only female of the three

to hold a college aegree.

For Lucy, eaucation was to be the means of discovering

her true stacus and role within the context of the Orthodox

Congregational Churcn of which she was a member. Her aim was

to be able to read the Bible in the origional tongue and ais-

cover if it were true that women were created to be subject to

170
man. Such a desire for education was a transgression of the

normal boimdaries of feminine sex and role. Unlike I-lr. Anthony,

Lucy's father was not amiable to this transgression. His

(Opposition became fiscal in nature when he refused to buy her

school books and insisted that she use. her brother's. Showing

determination at an early ae-e, she worked to earn enough money

171
with Wiiich to lurchase ner aesired books.
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This fiscal on osition continued until her last two years

of college. For this reason, Lucy was educated almost entirely

on what we would today term a work-study program. At the age

of sixteen, she retained a job as a teacher at one dollar per
172 ^week. Intermittently teaching and studying, she attended:

Quaboag Seminary, '.ViUbsrhaan Academy, and Mt. Holyoke. Finally,

at the age of 25, after working for nine ^, ears, Lucy entered

Oberlin, the only co-education college in the United States

and became the first female college graduate. During her first

two years, she earned her keep by both, teaching a scnool for

fugitive slaves and aoing domestic work. It was not until her

last years that Mr. Stone cgreed to pay for her board and postage

in recognition of her hard work and firm desire for education.

Throughout her career at Oberlin, Lucy strove to be educated

in the same manner as her male counterparts, in spite of pre-

existing conventions. She defied tradition by forming a secret

female debating society and bobbied among the faculty to be

173
allovjea to read her own paper at commencement. "^ This was an

unprecedented move, as according to religious custom, women

were not allov;ed to speak on the same platform as men. Oberlin

illustrated the strict aeliiniations of sexual status and role

which were present even at one of the bastions of institutional

liberal thought in the 19th century.
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Throughout her education, Lucy waged a continual battle

to claim, for women, academic rights and priveledges eaual to

those of their male counterparts. ^ In her desire for a

sound education, Lucy confronted the sexual prejuaices of her

time on a primary level within the institution of her family

and on a secondary level, within the educational institutions

themselves. Unlike Susan, neither her family nor her broader

social milieu functioned to aid Lucy in her quest for equal

eaucation. Unlike Elizabeth, she did not accept the .iudgement

of her parents. It was what Lucy did, rather than what she

was encouraged to do that determined the course of her ed-

ucation as well as her adult life. Of the four women, Lucy

was the conscious rebel in her stru 'gle for educational equal

rights. Early in her life, she recognized the correlation

between eoual eaucation and equal status. In June of Idi^O,

she wrote to her brother:

"Only let females be educated in the same
manner ana with the same advantages that
males have, and, as everything in nature
seeks its o\n\ level, I would risk that we
would find out our appropriate sphere." 175

This sentiment v;as later incorporated into the platform of the

early Woman's Rights Movement echoed in the sentiment of both

Susan B. Antaony ana Elizabeth Cady Stanton.

Examining the backgrouna of these four women, we fina a
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degree of education not common to the majority of women of

the time. We also find a formal commitinent to the principle

of continuous and equal education which ran counter to the

social sentiment of the time. Thus, within the realm of

education Lucretia, Lucy, Elizabeth and Susan were rebels with

varing degrees of consciouness. Lucy was totally conscious

of her non-normative state and participated actively in its

continuence. Elizabeth was conscious of her aspirations, yet

did not have the total coniriitment of Lucy, Lucretia acrued

many of the benefits of Quaker educational liberalism with

only a slight impingement of larger social values. Susan,

although emersed within a non-normative educational, state,

only recognized her "deviance" x^jhen confronted with non-

Quaker society, Her's was the realization of ex post facto

rebellion. Considered as a group, Lucretia, Lucy, Susan and

Elizabeth managed to supercede many of the educational restraints

imposed upon women in the 19th century by varing degrees of

effort. All internalized a degree of education as well as

a positive orientation towaras it which deviated from the norm-

ative educational status and orientation of 19th century female.

In this process, only Lucretia ena Susnn v/ere reinforced.

The first generation of the V/oman Movement in the persons

of Lucretia I'ott, Lucy Stone, Elizabeth Cady Stanton end Susan
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B, Anthony do not represent a homogeneous group. Their child-

hood experiences differed as did their educational experiences.

No common factor may be given as a reason for the rebellion

of these four women. If anything, an examination of these

critical factors evinces a dicotomy.

Of this group. Lucre tia Mott,"*- Susan B. Anthony underwent

socialization in a deviant subculture. It was not necessary

for them to undergo a process of rebellion from the ideal

female image in childhood. This was due to the fact that

that image did not imringe upon them with the same strength

that it did upon Lucy Stone and Elizabeth Cady Stanton.

Rebellion was eviaent in the case of Lucy Stone and Elizabeth

Cady Stc-nton. The structure of their childhood envl^rnment

ana experiences brought the force of the ideal of femininity

fully to bear upon them. However, intervening social forces

caused them to rebel. A desire for equity as well as for an

enlarged role was eviaent even in cnildhood.

Because of the diiferaices displayed by these four women

in their primary socialization, I cannot relate their deviance

from the approved feraale status/role to any connon set of

factors. Family structure aiffered relative to numoer, sex

and position of sj'blings as well as extension of housenold.

The quality of intra and extra-familial relationsnips also
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varied. All of these women did not exhibit the same quality

of paternal and naternal interaction. Nor did all of these

women experience strong £orel relationships, Consistincy in

competative or immitative fraternal interaction was also

lacking. Extra familial interaction, in terms of household

extension and educational experience, also varied.

In addition to differentiation in the structure of inter-

action, divergence in the degree of social mobility was also

evident. Variance in the ascribed economic status of these

four women was also a consistent factor of their childhood.

Lastly, religious difference divided these four women into

two distinct groups.

Observation of all of these dissimilarities would lead

one to the assumption that there existed no diffuse set of

cultural facts, evident in childhood, which prompted the

internalization of a deviAnt concept of status and role

by these four representatives of the first generation of the

Woman Movement. The sole factor com-ion to all four women

is geo^rathic locality. Throughout the majority of their

childhood, I.ucretia, Lucy, Elizabeth and Susan B. were resi-

dents of the Northeastern United States, We must therefore

conclude that individual life histories (up to the end of

childhooa) f^ilji no common denominator of aeviSnce. The
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Woman Movement aid not find its roots in a consistent aspect

of childhood. Did a consistent factor then, appear after

childhood, perhaps within the ma.ior social institution super-

ceding it: Marriage?

One of the most distinguishing characteristics of these

early reformers was their philosophy of marriage and the extent

to which they were able to impl-fcnent their ideals. Each of

these women re.iected the normative definition of marriage (at

least initially) and attempted to live either in congruence

with a W'l.'.-i definition or without the institution at all. Both

acts were revolutionary. Social pressures towaras the institut-

ion were s'reat. Even Susan B. Anthony was heard to say:

" I declare to you that I distrust the
powers of any woman, even of myself,
to withstand the lighty matrimonial
maelstrom." 176

Economic pressures were even greater as .1obs for women were

scarce and pay scales unequal.

In the final analysis, it was neither social nor economic

pressures ivhich directly forced I.ucretia, I.ucy and 'jllizabeth

to marry. The introduction of romantic love appears to have

been the deciding factor. Combined with this idealism was the

ideological symmetry vihich existed in each con;iugal relation-

ship. Each of these women fell in love with men who shared

their liberal reformist tenaancies. A rrocess of assortative
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mating thus occurred under the cover of romantic love.

However, in spite of grand idealogies, once marriao'e

was contracted, the functional prerequisites of domesticity

and maternity often hindered the implementation of the most

revolutionary philosophies. It was the complaint of committ-

ed spinsters such as Susan B,, that the majority of women,

"...got married, acquired households, bore
and reared children, had not time enough
left in the day for effeccive indignation
against their status." 177

Only the most energetic of women were able to combine a

commit ment to the cause of V/oman ' s Rights with the commit-

ment of marriage and family. The dicabomy bet\>feen the marital

ideal and the reality of married life is well illustrated in

the lives of I.ucretia Mott, I.ucy Stone and Elizabeth Cady

Stanton.

For liUcy Stone, as for many members of the Woman Movement,

marriage viss a i hilosophical decision as well as a practical

one. At an early age, I.ucy espoused a strong determination

not to marry. This orientation haa tvjo sources. The first

was childhood horror at the rosition of women within an

agricultural society. Personal experience hardened her

determination to devote her life to education and remediat-

178 ^ ,

ion of the rights of women. The secona source o- Lucys

vow of celibacy was consideration of the laws v/hich placed
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women in subjugation to men. Lucy could not, in conscience,

subscribe to the status of married women sanctioned by law. ''

Thus, for many years Lucy remained single ana worked for the

cause of vromen alone.

Despite her early determination of revolutionary celibacy,

Lucy Stone did marry at the age of 37. Her's was a homogomous

\inion based on true love. Unlike most of her sister reformers,

Lucy was able to accomodate mai'riage, her i.hilosorhy and her

career in the person of henry Blackwell.

"He vjas a man of great ability and much
personal charm, an eloquent speaker, a
good writer, a fine singer, and an active
and capable man of business." i 80

As a vigorous abolitionist, possessing admirable skills of

execution and good business skills as well as a family of

liberal sentiment ana accomrlished sisters, Henry 31ackv;ell

presented a functional alternative to celibacy.

Sharing a mutuality of interests (abolition and Woman's

Rights), I'Ucy and Henry also shared an uncommon marital status:

that of ioint con.iugal roles. Considering the legal ana social

conventions of the time, such a union was difficult to affect.

Legal restraints t-laced women in a strictly subservient

position in relation to their husbands. They had no riehts

of property, no ability to sue on be sued ana no rights over

their children. Not only aia Henry actively suspend many of
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the \anequal aspects of 19th century femine status and role

in his ovm marriage, but he devoted much of his life to Lucy's

efforts to secure similar privel^^es for other women, Uton

their marriage in May of 1855, Henry published a Protest in

which he renounced all non-mutual, male-directed marital

181
priviledges. Similarly, he supported lucy in retention of

her maiden name, a legally valid procedure. Even before their

marriage, in a speech before the Woman's Rights Convention of

1853, he fought for his rights to work for the cause of women.

He believed that: "The interests of the sexes are in insepara-

bly connected, and in the elevation of one lies the salvation

of the other." 1^2

In spite of the initially non-normative character of the

Stone-Blackwell union the realities of married life caused some

dilution of Lucys pure doctrine of independence. Although

marriage itself dia not impede her work, it did influence the

course her policies would take, Asr^ociation with Henry multi-

plied her loyalties in a very real way. Lucy v;as no longer

a single agent, v;orking for the V/oman Movement ana abolition

as she x leased. Her residence, if not her mobility, ::as

dictated by the prerequisites imposed- by her nusbinds occupat-

ion. Association with such an ardent abolitionists as her

husband brought her closer to tue Anti-Slavery cause. Hence*
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when the question of the llxth Amendment arose, she adopted a

concilatory pose. It is feasible that her affiliation with

Henry influenced her decision in this case and thus prevented
183

her total comTnit ment to the woman cause. Por this reason,

she is noted as a liberal, rather than a radical in the annals

of the Woman Suffrage Movement,

Although a husband may have influencea her career, he

would not have stopped it,

"Neither mobs nor matrimony had been
able to ' snut up the mouth of Lucy Stone
' but mother love did it for a time." 1 8[|.

Lucy's career was not inhibited until she had a caild. This

inhibition was voluntary, and not enforced. True to her

origional fears, childbearing rechanneled her drives and

energy. With the birth of Alice Stone Blackwell in ^ (iSl

t

she resolved to personally care for her child in infancy and

put aside lecturing for the moment. The absence of trusted

individuals to care for the baby and the ineptitude of her

present nurses reinforced this decision within her. It

is understanaable that the conscientious Mrs . Blackwell felt

compelled to fulfill her mother's role to the best of her

ability. In mid 19th century America, infancy was still a

period of great insecurity where infant mortality was high

and incompetaice in habits of nursing and chilacare, wide-

spread. Had she been able to bear more chilaren, perhaps
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Lucy woiald have retired into domesticity upon the infancy of

each child. Due -co her limited fecundity, Lucy was able to

reassert her non-normative marriage pattern and incorporate

marriap-e and fainily into her career. Alice became a port of

her mother's battle for woman's rishts, accomranying both

parents on the lecture tours throughout her childhood. In

her maturity, she helped her parents edit the V/omen ' s Journa l.

Thus, mother, father and child presented a nuclear, neolocal,

mobiliunit, k*B—esMj-i-e-ie in authority ^which was based on age

rather than sex and oriented towards the facilitation of re-

formist principles based u. on a comnon ]:hilosorhy of human

equality.

The 3tone-31ackv.'ell vmion represents a successful model

of a neu typea marriarce in v;nich woraens integrity as an in-

dependenL and equal actor was preserved. The iaeal of ioint

coni^jgal roles and commit ment to the causes of abolition and

Women's Rights penetrated all levels of Lucy Stone 31aclavells

life. She was able to incorporate career, marria2;e and family

into a viable, functioning unit. Hov;ever, her success was

predicated uron the variable oT limited maternity. The effects

of this variable may also oe seen in the life of i:,lizabeth

Cady Stanton.

Unlike Lucy Stone, Elizabeth dia not harbor any youthful designs

of celibacy. Exposed to the tranquility of her parents marriage
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as well as the successful and harpy ma -riages of her four

older sisters, she had no reason to fear rnatri^iony in and of

itself. Although she recop-'nized and rebelled apainst the

legal disabilities of women within marriap-e, there is no

evidence that this efl'ected her ambitions.'^' For Elizabeth

Cady, as, for Lucy Stone, marriage v/as an experience in

homogoHiiy, romantic love and ioint conjugal roles.

Under the influence of romantic love and against the

wishes of her parents she met and married Henry Stanton, a

noted abolitionist while still in her early twenties. Not

only dia she contradict social convention by marrying an

abolitionist, but she also kept her maiden name, .lust as

I.ucy Stone Blackv?ell had done. Although her rebellion wrs

not as thorough as Lucy's she none-the-less refused to

conform to the normative marital pattern of the time.

In its initial stages, marriage enhanced the social

awareness of Elizabeth Cady Stanton. Henry contributed to

the mobilization of her social reformist tendancies, Through

him, she became intimately acouainted with the Anti-Slavery

cause. Together, they attended the Worla -xiti-Slavery Con-

vention of 1 (iiiC in London. Here, Mrs- Stanton shared with the

female delegates the humiliation of not being alloi^fed to

participate in the convention. Although London v;as not her
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first taste of the unequal status accorded women, it was a

germinal period none-the-less. Interacting with Lucretia Mott

and other female delegates, she formulated the idea of a rublic

protest against the iniustices of status and role which found

voice 6 years later at Seneca Palls. Consistent exrosure

to the reformist enviornment of Boston ana New York as well as

the liberal associates of her husband, contributea to the

develorement of Elizabeth's own liberal refor^nist idealogy.

In this sense, marriage acted as a ca'calyst for Elizabeth

where it had merely acted as an adiunct for I.ucy, Elizabeth's

career as a refor-ner came after her marriage while Lucy's

existed before it.

But, for Elizabeth as for I.ucy, the realities of married

life imtosea a strain on the execution of her ideas. Residence,

again, was prescribed by the occupation of her husband.

Although residence did not circumscribe mobility in the strict-

est sense, maternity did. Elizabeth bore seven children.

Such multiple ana continuous maternity,- ai-^red her life style

and hampered her full emersion in the cause of Woman's Rights.

Upon the birth of her first child, she recalled:

"The puzzling questions of theology
and poverty that had occupid so much
of my thoughts, now gave piece to the
practical one, 'what to do with a baby.'" 1 39
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The rearing of seven children did take much time away from

her role as a reformer. Elizabeth notes that, without the

aid of a diligent housekeeper "much of my public worK would

190
have been quite imrossible". Unlike Lucy she was able to

delegate most of the resr onsibilities of her role as mother

to a second party. Thus, Elizabeth was able to fulfill two

ststus/roles sirnultaneously and minimize much of the strain

between them. Through her energy and resourcefulness, i:;lizabeth

man&g:ed to circumvent many of the conflicts of maternity, but

191m this respect, she was an enigna.

Although maternity functioned as a constraint, it too,

had its catalytic aspects. Elizabeth's frustrations with her

domestic existence drove her to action.

"The general discontent I felt with woman's
portion as a wife, mother, housekeeper, physician
and spiritual guide, the chaotic conditions into
which everything fell without her constant super-
vision, and the wesried, anxious look of the ria.ior-

ity of woman impressed me x^fith a strong feeling
"Chat some active measures should be taken to
remedy the wrongs of society in general and of
xsTomen in particular. "i 92

Although she rebelled against marital-naternal constraints,

she did not ultimately aq___^value the tv;o institutions. 3r:e

believed that it was necessary to:

"revolutionize the aofma that sex is a crime,
marriaee a defilement and maternity a bane." ''93
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Elizabeth's main contribution to the cause of women's rights

during her maternity was basically .loumalistic. She accoma-

dated activism to maternal constraint by acting as the main

strategist and speech writer for Susan B. Anthony.

Lucretia Mott represents a similar example of feminine

activism within the institutional constraints of marriage.

Like Elizabeth, Lucretia harbored no fear of matrimony.

This was due as much to the happy examrle of her parents as

to the egalitarian Quaker value system under which she lived.

Under that value system, a deviant pattern of marriage which

stressed equality was normative. Thus, Lucretia unconsciously

internalized a deviant marital ideology before her marriage.

Lucretia also shared with Lucy and Elizabeth a union

based on romantic love and social and intelleccucl homogomy.

James and Lucretia shared the same religion, social class,

educational background and liberal reformist attitudes, '.Then

Lucretia met James, he was the ranking teacher at Nine Partners

196 . ,

and she was a student. Their relationship xinderwent a praaual

transformation from frienaship to love. Familial aprroval was

so thorough that Thomas Coffin offered James a position in his

firm even before their marriage in I8II,

Due to financial instability initiated by the depression
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of 1612, the first several years of Jfmea' ana Lucre tia'i married

life was spent striving to make ends meet. Financial necessity

prompted occupational and -^eograrhical mobility which took the

young Mott couple from Philadelphia to New York and back

again. Finally, in ^1616, Jsr^s resumed work as a merchant

of foreign and domestic staples in Philadelphia. Consistent

prosrerity stabilized the family fortunes which remained more

adequate throughout their lives.

Matrimony itself did not curtail any reformist tenctncies

on lucretia's rart. Due to their
, oung afre at first marriage,

j£T^s ana Lucretia were able to grow together in their liberal

ideologies. They represent an iaeclogical unit; sharing the

same convictions and the same causes. Matrimony was not a

catalyst to liberalism, for Lucretia, but simply a portion of

her iaeological evolution. Through their association v;itn the

Anti-Slavery society and Woman's Rights Question, J&htes ^-^Q

Lucretia widenea a circle of mutual liberal acquaintances.

Until interaction of their maritial and reformist care.rs, Jeres

and Lucretia Kott represent an example of .l^int con.iugal roles

more pervasive than that of Lucy Stone and Henry Black;?ell or

Elizabeth Cady and Henry Stanton.

Although Lucretia superceded Jrnes in notoriety, she never

attempted to dominate their relationship. Recognizing the fact
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that

:

"People would sooner call i.iy husband
Mr. I.ucretia Mott than me I-^rs. JamJS
Mott. 197

She continued to function as part of a matrimonial unit. Most

of I.ucretia 's public apjearances and lectures were undertaken

in the company of her husband. A striking illustration of this

tendency is provided by her Seneca Palls experience. Due to

the illness of J^mes, I.ucretia aelayed her arrival until the

1 qQ
morning ol zae Convention in order to ensure his presence.

'Throun:hout tneir married life, Jfroes ana I.ucretia attemp-

ed to function as a unit. However, Jsnes unwittingly circum-

scribea I.ucrecia's potentials in sociai reform and other extra-

domestic fields. This circumscription v;as biologically pre-

aeter 'lined.

Almost fro':' its incer tion, mari-'iage and maternity v/ere

linked for I.ucretia. From 1d12 to 1 o26 she bore six children,

five of which survived. The domestic duties whicn maternity

199
entailed resulted in, "much confinement," for I.ucretia. Not

accustomea to a nurse, a nousekeeper, she v/as prey to the end-

less rounds of sweeping, looKing, wasning and ar:,'ing aishes

that :ciizabeth Cady Stanton had been partially able to avoid.

In this sense, I.ucretia 's W'antucket training in efficient and

thrifty aovnesticity stood her in good stead. Artful domestic
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economy enabled Lucretia to incorporate reading and children's

lessons v;ith knitting.

Although contemporary commentators credit Lucretia with

the ability to fulfill the spheres of reformer and wife/mother

simultaneously, their optimism must be qualified. It was not

until the preliminary dispersal phase of her maternity that

Lucretia was able to undertake many of the reform efforts for

which she was fsmous, Excensive extra-familial duties were by

and large suspended until education and older syblings could

support directive functional maintenance functions previously

performed b^ her mother. Thus, although her Quaker ministry

began in 1821, it was not until 1 833 that Lucretia began to

work continuously for Anti-slavery. It was not until 1 oIlC

that she embarked on a series of lecture tours which took her

far from home. An excellent domestic manf-ger, Lucretia none-

theless reinforces the assumption that maternity rather than

matrimony presented the greatest impediment to feminine act-

ivism. Once able to supercede the need to care continuonsly

for infants and small children, Lucretia was able to nan a

smooth housenold and engage in reformist activities simul-

taneously. In fact, her household was often extenced to include

a continuous flow of friends and reformers.

"...members of the family and close
frienas lived in an association of in-

formal, personal relationship, while
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those connected with the Motts in
reform movements wfilje only more or
less restrained." ^^^

A normative informal dinner rarty for I.ucretia included upwards

of fifty guests. Among these were such controversial figures

as : '.7illiam I,. Garrison, So.ioutaer Trutn, Hobert and Hattie

Purvis, Charles C. Burleign, T^aria 'i. Charman ana Sarah and

Miller McKim.

It was I.ucretia's reputation for domestic excellence in

combinauion xirith social services and reform that saved her from

much negative criticism. She was regarded as proof among her

contenporaries that it was:

"...possible for a v/oman to widen her
sphere without deserting it, or neglect-
ing the duties ^^^hich appropriately aevolved
upon her at home." 201

Under the armour of successful m&trimony and maternity, I.ucretia,

was able to cuietly promote many of her radical idealogies.

Fulfillment of most of the social values ascribed to

femininity made Ljacretia a]:pear less of a threat to society

than total rebels such as Susan B. Anthony.

Like I.ucy Stone BlacKwell and 51izab:-th Cady Stanton Susan ^lived

her ideology: That of revolutionary celibacy. Like Lucy, she

experienced an early imi etus not to marry. This was due, not
202

to lack of oriortunity, but rather to conviction. ;^hen asked

why she did not marry, Susan answered:
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"No, No; When I am crowned with all the
rights, privileges and immunities of a
citizen, I may give some consideration
to this social institution; but until then
I must concentrate all my energies on the
enfranchisement of my own sex." -^

Like Lucy Stone, she recognized the need for ceaseless labor

for feminine equality, but unlike Lucy Stone, she adhered to

the concept of single-minded celibacy. There was a practical

basis for Susan's opposition to marriage for she regarded it

as an impediment to cause of woman's rights. Alma Lutz noted

that:

"National woman's rights conventions would
probably have lapsed completely during the
troubled years prior to the Civil War, had
it not been for Susan's persistence," ^Oli

The constraints of domesticity and childbearing prevented

even the most energetic workers from consistent participation,

For example, the 1857 convention was omitted because Susan's

best speakers were either having babies or kept at home by

family duties. Sussn complained rightly that marriage inter-

fered with the development of woman's talent and careers and

dwarfed her individuality.

"There is not one woman left who may be
relied on. All have first to please their
husbands after which there is little time 2C5
or energy to spend in any other direction."

Although she was vocal in her com: laints, Susan did

recognize the social forces pressing towards marriage.
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She herself revealed

"I have very weak moments and long to
lay my v/eary head somewhere ana nestle
my full soul into that triat of another
in full symt.atny." 206

Thus,

"Susan's fiqht had never been acrainst men,
but against man-mad'- laws that held women
in bonaage. " 207

Hers • was an iaealizea concept of marriage. In a letter

xvritten to John Hooker in 1675» regarding the Beecher-Tilton

scandal she said:

"I nate the l^rhole doctrine of 'variety' or
'prorni scuity. ' I am not even a believer in
second marriages after one of the parties
is aead, so sscrea and binuing do I consider
the marriage relation." 208

Nevertheless , Susan fougnt to establish the honorability and

celibacy as an alternative feminine role. Commenting on the

celebration of her 50th birthday at the Wonien's Bureau in

Hew YorK she said:

"Oh Anna, I • am so glad of it all because
it will teach the yoion- girls that to be
true to X rinciple - to live an iaea,
though an unpopular one - that to live
single - without any man's name - may
be honorable." 209

Susan's life s\nbolized an attempt to establish woman as a

separate entity in society, as more than a mere male adjunct.

Lacking maternal obligations, Susan still fulfilled

familial resr onsibilities to her family of orientation, 1 356
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marked a dispersal phase in the Anthony family cycle which

left Susan with a heavy feeling of responsibility for her

mother. Her father was traveling in the insurance business,

her txiTo brotners resided in Kansas, and Mary was teacning and

looking for a iob in Rochester vmile Guelma was marriea as was
209

Hannaii, Tnis aoramitment grew with the death of her father.

In 1873» Guelma died ana Susan sent Hannaii to Kansas for her

health. Lhiring the summers, she remained at home with her

mother so Mary could visit, Hannah, Finally, in IciSC, Mrs,

Anthony died ana Susan regained her total mobility. Although

familial responsibilities aid imi inge uron Susan's life, they

were far from equalling the constraints imrosed on Lucy and

Elizabeth. That she remained the most active and most valuable

asset to the cause of women maybe directly attributed to her

unmarried stcte. Considering the marital status of chese three

women, we may state that marriage ana maternity v;ere not an

ulti mate deterant to activism in the cause of wo'"en. Both

Lucy and Elizabeth were able to incori orate the roles of wife-

mother and reformer into one role set. However, we must note

that it v;as the women with z:ie least fragmentation of roles

who was able to contribute the -nost to the cause of woman.

Maternity arrears to be the variable for aitnongh I.uc\ and

Elizabeth altered trie normative structure of tueir con.iujral

bonas, taey coula not alter the biologicel and fiinctional
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prerequisites of their maternal roles. Enactment of a blind

philosophy of marriage did not alter the realities of maternity.

Examination of the marital experiences of these women

brings us closer to an assessment of common factors reinforc-

ing their deviance. Although all of these women aid not

marry, those who dia, married reformers. Thus ma ria-e tend-

ed to both reinforce and in some cases promote the existing

ideologies of aevic^nt feminine status/role. Henry Blackwell

and j£'r>ies Mott vjere notable reinforcers of devicvnt feminine

statue/role easterns by the suf: t ortive action they offered

their wives in their abolition and later /oman's Rights work.

Henry Stanton was a catalyst to ;];iizabeth, exposing her total

cause of Anti-Slavery which planted the seeds of a movement

for woman's ricrhts within her. All of these unions exi-osed

these women to a new or extended circle of like-mindea liberals

who reinforced the deviqnt imtge of their ovm status/role

which eaca of these women had harbored in a vaccum. This re-

inforcement came mrimarily •.^:ithin the context of their efforts

in social reform. It is this one factor: involvement in social

reform, wixich comprises the common aenominator for all four of

these women. Evading matrimony, even Susan B. Antnony came to

the cause of V/oman ' s Rights via v;ork in social reform Through

their involvement in this field, the deviant interpretation of
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feminine status and role espousea by the first generation

of the Woman Movement blossomed into a cohesive t hilosophy.

This philosorhy found voice in the Woman Movement. We must,

therefore look to the careers of these women to discover the

final resolution of their stc.tus/role aeviqncy.
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Consideration of the careers of I.ucretia I'.ott, Lucy Stone,

Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B, Anthony necessitates some

division. Based upon raotiVF.tion for entrance into the Woman

Movement and the role played within that movement, they can be

divided into t^^fo groups.

Lucre i,ia Mott and Susan B. Anthony may be considered to-

gether due to their common means of entrance into the Woman

Movement. Lucretia and Susan were socialized into a deviant

subculture which stressed both a tradition of equal sexual status

and role and a tradition of social reform. By comparison, lucy

Stone and Elizabeth Cady Stanton appear as true rebels. Products

of a normative culture system, they came to social reform and

the V/oman Fovement on their own. They are thus qualified for

a separate categorization.

Division may again be noted in terms of the role played by

Lucretia, Lucy, Elizabeth and Susan within the movement. I.ucretia

and Lucy may be considered as transitional figures. Their com-

mitment to antislavery precluded their full commitment to the

cause of woman. Unlike Elizabeth and Susan, they were not able

to make the full transition from a altruistic to egotistic reform.

Consideration of both of these divisions: means of entrance

and role played, leads to identification of early com itnent to

antislavery and altriiistic refold as the independent variable.

The role played, would appear to be the aepenaent variable. The
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degree of devotion to woman's rights enacted by these women

in their careers is directly related to their devotion to

Antislavery. Evidence to this fact is seen in the course of

their careers.

Two of the early leaders of the V/oman Movement, Lucretia

and Susan, indicate an early experience in sex'aal equality.

This occurred within the precincts of their Quaker sects. As

Quakers, they were socialized within a deviant subculture.

This subculture shielded them, to a certain degree, from the

impingement of the cult of the True Woman and the Home. For

both women, the forces of larger society promoting feminine

inequality impinged only when they confronted public eaucation

and employment. Indignation at this inequality lay aormajit.

It was through their work in other areas of social reform that

active awareness of the in.^ustices of their sex registered in

their minds. Thus, it was only after Susan B. became involved

in the Temperance movement that she became aware oi zne con-

straints placed upon her activities. Similarly, although

Lucretia had read extensively on the question of woman's rights,

it was through her activities in the Antislavery Society that

she became catalyzed into action.

Unlike Susan B. , Lucretia did not make a complete transition

to woman's rights. Although she experienced a heightened consciou-

ness of the inequalities of her sex, she regarded woman's rights
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as one in a universe of necessary social reforms. It is the

consideration of many authors that Lucretia served as 8 tran-

sition point in the progress of woman's rights, 3he signaled

the emergence of women from altruistic social reform to ego-

tistic social reform. This evolution occurred through the

medium of participation in the reform movements of the time.

Women's participation led to a rising consciousness of their

own inferior condition. Unlike Susan B., Lucretia was not

able to separate her altruistic and egotistic reform impulses.

Tied throughout her life to the cause of the blackman and other

social reforms, Lucretia was never able to devote her full

energies to the cause of women.

As one of the earliest American spokeswomen for feminine

equality, the career of Lucretia Hott evinces the close con-

nection between religious conviction and reform, and reform

and woman's rights. her involvement in the Antislavery iove-

ment and Woman Movement is directly linked to her Quaker

heritage,

Quaker philosophy stressed three basic values which Lucretia

internalized: sexual equality, inner-directedness and social

action. Each of these contributed to her eventual role in the

Woman Movement.

V/ithin the Quaker corn-unity, equality of alliance in the

marriage contract was extended to educational equality and
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occupational equality. The roles of preacher, teacher and

church officer were all open to women. Lucretia fulfilled

all three of these roles. At the age of fifteen, she was

offered a teaching assistantshlp at Nine Partners School. A

tribute to her scholastic ability, it offered no remuneration.

Lucretia held this position only until her grauuation, two

years later. In I817, Lucertia was forced to resume the role

of teacher due to financial necessity. For api roximately one

year, she expanded her role as wife and mother by teaching at

the Select School for Girls, in Philadelphia. The imiinent

birth of a third child forced Lucretia 's retijrn to the domestic

sphere in I818.

Although there is some dispute over the exact date, it is

recognized thst between the age of 25 and 28, Lucretia acted

upon her Quaker perrogative and assumed the role of r.inister.

She recalls in her memoranda:

"At twenty-five years of age, surrounded
with a little family and many cares, I

felt called to a more Lublic life of
devotion to duty and engaged in the
ministry of our society, receiving every
encouragement from those in authority." 21O

Acceptance of this position entailed responsibility, knowledge

and virtLie. Answerable for the spiritual welfare of the >!eeting,

Lucretia was called ucon to render advice and reform in accord-

ance v;itn the Book of Discijline. Familiarity with the scrip-
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tures and an example of integrity were two other prerequisites

to the ministry, ''

Restrained only by the Letter of Discipline, the Quaker

Ministry entailed much freedom of action and invested its

ministers with considerable authority. Yet even within the

confines of her liberal ministerial role, Lucretia found

grounds for rebellion. Opposing the excessive authority of

the Elders, I.ucertia followed the leed of her husband James in

1827. Together, they adhered to the Hicksite faction in a

religious controversy which divided the Philadelphia Quakers

into two groups, Lucretia referred to her Hicksite alliance

as an occasion

"...when my convictions led me to adhere to
the sufficiency of the light within us, rest-
ing on truth as authority, rather than ' ta-
king authority for truth!" 212

It is evident that even as a young woman, Lucretia displayed

qualities of an inner-directed individual. Lucretia enlarged

upon her Quaker heritage of individualism and incorporated it

into her personal theology. This theology directea the course

of her actions, both sacred and profane.

For Lucretia, the kingdom of God was to be found within

21 3
each individual. The resconsibility for moral choice and

action thus lay within each individual. Lucretia 's role as

an Innovative reli-Tious zealot, as well as a social reformer,
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was therefore consistent with her personal theology. In spite

of its liberalism, L.ucretia's personal philosophy was not

anarchistic in nature. For instance, in her adherence to

Hicksite doctrines, Lucretia did not claim the right of in-

dulgence in actions prohibited by the Discipline. She did not

claim the right of practicing all her own convictions with no

regard for established authority, Lucretia simply believed

that in the absence of direct proscription of action, she had

211i
the right to think for herself.

l.ucretia's inner-directed religious philosophy led to

innovative religious practices. For example, Lucretia sub-

stituted friendly visits to unemployed weavers for attendance

at afternoon worship. In so doing, Lucretia practiced her

philosophy of practical religion. ^'5

Lucretia 's inner-directed religious convictions did not

inhibit her participation in organized religion. .Between 1 830

and 18I|.0, she held numerous positions within the Quaker Meeting.

For five years she was clerk to the Womens's Yearly Meeting. and

for two years, treasurer, A regular representative to the

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting from her Quarterly Meeting, Lucretia

21 fe

also served on numerous special committees. Although her

independence of thought had become a well known fact throughout

the Quaker comm\inity by I83O, her opinions and services were
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still sought by the organized Meeting. 'This fact is a dual

tribute to Lucretia's personal attributes as well as to the

liberalism of her religious affiliation.

Lucretia's Quaker heritage also encouraged social activism.

Quaker apposition to slavery extended back as far as 1671, when

21the first anti-slavery protest in America was made by Quakers.

Organized into a cohesive theory of opposition, this philosophy

was spread by ninisters and pamphlets in the 1700 's. By 1776,

The Friends Yearly Meeting had disowned slave-owning members.

Their post-Revolutionary platform called for manumission, (as

21 9well as education for women.

)

Prompted by their religious duty and unhindered by a

circumscribed definition of feminine sphere, Quaker women were

early workers for emmancipation. I.ucretia Mott was no except-

ion. As early as l820, she supported her husbands work in the

Free Produce Society although she was denied membersnip due to

220
her sex. In 1 833 sixty- two delegates met in i-hiladelphia to

form a National Anti-Slavery body. I.ucretia Mott attended on

the second day when women were invited as spectators. At that

time :

"..the gathering felt no compunction about
its exclusion of women, and women bowed to

the dictates of the day." 221

However, recognition of the value of feminine effort in the
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cause of abolition led to the formation of the Philadelphia

Female Antislavery Society. Led by Lucretia Mott, it con-
222

stituted the first woman's club with a political objective.

Its platform was basically supportive of the aims of the

National Society and consisted of contributions, endorsement

of the National's programs, petitions for abolition and pro-

motion of -hacts and pamphlets. Operating independently, it

engaged in social work to promote the general moral and physi-

cal welfare of the blacks and supported a boycott of sieve

products.

Although the Female Society was divorced from any recog-

nition of the rights of women, it nonetheless provided a practi-

cal political education for its members. Lucretia Mott herself

confessed:

"that there was not, at that time, a

conception of the rights of women.
Indeed, women knew lictle tneir in-
fluence, or the proper exercise of
their own rights. I remember that
it was urged upon us immeaistely after
that Convention to form a Female Anti-
Slavery society; at that time I had no
idea of the meaning of preambles and
resolutions and voting. Women had never
been in any assemblies of the Kl'iQ."223

As the most consistently prominent member of that organization

Lucretia soon became acquaintec with those proce^^ dures. Serving

as the Female Society's first secretary, she acted as a member
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of the Board of Managers all but one year of her life and as

a chairman or member of almost every important committee, "^

When the Anttslavery Convention of American Women was held in

New York in I837, Lucretia displayed herself as a leader among
225

the 100 vjomen present. Thus, when the Pennsylvania Branch

of the Anti-slavery Society opened its membership to women in

its second year, I.ucretia Mott was one of the first applicants.

As well as an education in practical politics, membership

in the iinti slavery cause provided training in confronting

opposition. Many riots and violent demonstrations accompaniea

early efforts for abolition, 1 83i|. saw an attempted lynching

of V/m, L, Garrison in Boston, the New York riots against the

Tappans, the Prudence Crandall scandal in Connectict and riots

in S, Philadelphia, Perhaps the most significant civil dis-

turbance to our purposes is the massive riot of I838 in Phila-

delphia which culminated with the burning of Pennsylvania Hall

and threatened the safety of Janes and Lucretia Mott. Member-

ship in the Anti-slavery l^iovement thus schooled its members to

the realities of public opposition, Lucretia was to write to

Elizabeth Cady Stanton, some years later:

"I have become somewhat callous to or by
the repeated stipes that have been inflicted
upon me as representative of a larger demand
for women... we have to gain to endure hardness
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as good soldiers in all their great
reformatory movements. " 227

There is little doubt that she gained this wisdom through her

abolition experiences.

Subjection to such persistent antagonism only served to

strengthen I.ucretia's dedication to the principles of non-

violence. In 1838 she became a member of the Non-Resistance

Society of Boston, dedicsted to the repudiation of all forms

pp Q
of physical force as a weapon. Lucretia was a firm believer

in the use of moral pervasium. - She attributed progress in

human society to the development of man's spiritual nature ajid

the better understanding of God within. This would manifest

229
itself in man's increased regard for his fellow man. In

these divisions within the abolitionists^, which became eviaent

in the coTorse of the 30*3, Lucretia found Garrison to be con-

sistent with her personal beliefs. As a Garrisonian, she con-

sidered unequivocal opposition andappeals to reason and con-

science, as opposed to political weapons as the best method

available to end slavery. Unequivocal opposition included the

restriction of the use of New England pulpits by Southern

ministers. This occasioned a clerical reaction which was both

anti-Garrisonian and anti-female. This opposition was symbolized

by the Pastoral letter of I837 which attempted to sanction public
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speaking by women in the cause of abolition. Differences in

methodology combined with clerical opposition, oppooifei-on to

the radical^ tone of the Liberator and censorship of the grow-

ing independence of the Massachuesetts Branch of the Anti-

230
slavery Society to occasion a schism in the abolitionist cause.

The manifest cause of this schism was the admission of women

into membership in the New tiigland Society in I838. This

occasioned a similar motion at the Sixth Anniversary Meeting

of the American Anti-slavery Society in 1839. Met by the earnest

opposition of many of the most vocal opronents of Nerrro slavery,

the women present at the convention must have smiled ironically.

Led by James Bimey, the opposition withdrew to form a "New

Organization" known as the American and Foreign Anttelavery

Society. Their program included political action on behalf

of the slaves and exclusive male membership. True to its

philosophy. The National Anti-slavery Society admitted, women

placing 3 on it's executive committee, Lucretia Mott was one

of these.

In spite of the establishment of a bi-sexual organization

to promote the abolition of slavery, public sentiment supported

the Bimey faction which preached a separate sr here for women.

Lloyd C. M, Hare reminds us of the strength of the Cult of True

Womanhood when he catagorizes the 19th century as an era in which:
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"A woman's degree of refinement was gauged
by the number and quality of things she did
not talk about." 231

The free speech of women like Angelina Grimke and Lucretia

Mott w&s frowned upon. It was the blatant affront to feminine

rights represented by the London Convention wnich finally

catalyzed I.ucretia Mott into action. As Mr. Hare amusingly

pointed out

:

"It is an irony of history that the World's
Anti-Slavery Convention should stano as a
landmark not for the freedom of the slave,
but of woman." 232

Responding to a call by the British and Foreign Antislavery

Society, the American Anti-slavery Society sent Lucretia Kott

as one of its five delegates, to the V/orld Convention of I8I4.O.

Upon arrival, the feminine delegates were informed that their

credentials were not to be honored. The London Com-iittee

reasoned that their participation would cause "strife and

233dissension injurious to the cause of emancipation." The

decision was appealed, but to no avail. Relegated "behind the

bar", the silent American observers included: Lucretia Mott,

Sarah Pugh, Abby Kimber, Anne Phillips, Elizabeth Cady Stanton,

William Lloyd Garrison, Nathaniel P. Rogers and Charles Le-non

Remond, As Otelia Cromwell stated:

"Consistency, reason, lustice and maturity
of aspect took a noliday, wnile pleas of
'English custom eind principle,' 'the will
of God, ' 'the proper sphere of women, ' 'the

forcing of an abstract question, ' and 'the
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numerical weakness of the defenders of the
motion' were offered to suptort a prejudiced
stand !"23i|.

As vd-th all turning points, the London Convention mani-

fested an integral change in the prevailing climate. iTiere

female exclusion would have been accepted in I833, by 1 8L|.0

"the woman question was a debatable issue" and the subject

of increased interest. -^^ The London Convention, ushered the

Woman Question into view. It would not drop from sight until

the right of suffrage was attained in 1920.

Although a silent observer of the indignities of the

convention, Lucretia Mott did encourage portest among the

British v;omen she encountered. Her pleas went largely un-

answered due both to the ennui of her audience and the preju-
236

dice she encountered due to her Hicksite predilection. /xore

important than her exhortations to action, was the silent pact

made between Lucretia and youthful Elizabeth Cady Stanton to

hold a convention for the promotion of the ceuse of feminine

equality. Reinforcea by their experience, both recognized

sexual injustice, commensufete with racial injustice and the

necessity of remedial action. Reflecting ut on the convention,

Elizabeth Cady Stanton questioixea:

"Had Fredrick Douglass and Robert Purvis
been refused their seats in a convention
of reformers under similar circumstances
...had they listened one entire day to

debate on their peculiar fitness for
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plantation life, and unfitness for the
forum and public assemblies." 237

The older woman acting as a catalyst on the younger woman and

the convention as a catalyst on both, the London Convention

truly marked the beginning of the Woman Movement. This fact

reinforces Lloyd Hare's contention that:

"The soil out of which sprang the organized
Woman's Movement (like a weed, most persons
thought) \-ia3 the great humanitarian movement
of the nineteenth century, the abolition cause -

more especially the plot of churchmen to 2 78
silence the participation of women in that reform."

Returning home in I8i4.0, Lucretia inaururated an extensive

speaking career vjhich carried her throughout the northeast and

west and into southern Canada. Although a plea for Women's

239
Rights was incorporated in many of her speeches, lursuit

of the rirhts of women on a separate platform did not occur

until 18^8.

The chance physical proximity of Lucretia Mott and Elizabeth

Cady Stanton led to a reunion which resulted in the fulfillment

of their London Pact, On July lli, I8I4.6, a call was issued by

Lucretia Mott, Martha C. Wright, Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Mary

Ann McClintock to:

"A Convention to discuss the social, civil, 2ho
and religious condition and rights of woman."

Armed with a Declaration of Rights patterned on the Declaration

of Independence ana a series ol' Resolutions they confronted a

small audience at the Wesleyqn Chapel on July 19th ana 2Cth.
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3o unfamiliar were these women with speaking for their own

©ause that even Lucretia Hott felt unqualified to preside, ^
genee, James Mott led the convention while Lucretia restricted

herself to the opening speech and the closing appeal. Speak-

ing on the necessity of feminine education and elevation,

she opposed the motion of Elizabeth Cady Stanton for a suffrage

resolution. Fearing the damage of ridicule to the infant cause,

p^e nevertheless with drew her opposition in conformity ^ group

eensensus, A gathering of signatures to the Declaration and

plans for a Rochester Convention in quick succession, culminated

the Seneca Convention, A blend of timidity and radicalism,

the Seneca Convention represents much of the reformism and

pemanticism evident in the 1^0 's. As Hare cogently stated

"The 'fourties of the last century was
an era of new hopes ena a marveloias
multiplication of ideas to promote
human happiness, "2i4-2

i^; was a time when,

"A handful of intellectuals, celled 'infidels'
and 'traitors' made it their business to break
the mental fast oay of conservatism." 2Il3

Lucretia Mott aid her part to "break" this "fast". At the

Rochester Convention she presented a rebuttal of two popular

arguments opposing equal rights for wonen. sne argued against

the necessity of domesticity wnicn arose irom women's "delicate"

constitution as well as from the Biblical dictates of St. Paul.
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Lucretia argued that, although long ages of repression could

have stunted the development of women's intellect, this did

not connotate innate inferiority. Conditions induced by

injustice could not be utilized to rationalize that injustice.^^

Just as Lucretia was oprosed to imputation of -Tominine

inferiority, so she denied her superiority. At both Seneca

Falls and Rochester, she stressed woman's duties as well as

her rights. Acknowledging female inferiority as a result

of a "systematically imposed program of repression" she

none-the-less asserted that:

"Women should train themselves to take a

dignified place in the world, to be
rational comrjanions, to. share the respons-
ibilities of' life." 21+6

However, she did recognize that feminine independence was

often an indepenaence granted at "sufi ranee" and encouraged

the innate nature of her rights."^'

Under the tutelage of Lucretia Hott, the early WomSn's

Movement did not so much question woman's appropriate sphere.

It Questioned whether one class of human beings was permitted

to determine for another its role in society or mode of employ-
2I4.8

ing the "facilities conferred by Nature's God." The principle

of the early movement, as expressed by Lucretia, presiding over

the 1853 Woman's Rights Convention in New York was:

"The establishment of... the coeouality
of woman with man and, her right to
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practice those acts of life, for which
she is fitted by nature," ^^^

To Lucretia, this equality entailed: eaual or portunities in

education, occupation and remuneration as well as equality

before the law for married and ainple women alike. She was a

firm believer in the philosophy of natural rights. Thus, although

Lucretia did not encourage women to vote or participate in the

present state of the government, she did maintain her right to

250
the elective franchise, Tr-.e mode of acquisition of these rights,

she felt to be moral rather than political. To Lucretia, women's

rights represented a moral battle to be fought by promotion of

correct intellectual and religious principles and not political

action,

"...that the political men of the country,
the partisans of politics will be ready
enough to take-up our movement, v:hen by
making these moral ar reals, we heve been
instrijunental in calling forth such a
sentiment, that there shall be a demand
for our rights from the people. Then
without our appealing to the powers that
be directly, the rowers that be v;ill

come to us. . .
" '^-^ '

In spite of her realization of the long range effects of the

moral .justice of their cause, Lucretia recognized the necessity

for effort. At the Rochester Convention, she reminded Elizabeth

Cady Stanton

"Thou wilt have hard work to rrove the
equality of women with men, facts are
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so against such en assumption in the present
stage of woman's development. " 252

Although she attended the majority of the Women's Rights

conventions after Seneca Falls and presided over many, Lucretia

realized the limitations of her commitment. Due to her multiple

a_ffiliations and interests Lucretia could promote and attempt

to steer the cause of women's rights, but she could not formulate,

organize and direct it. Temperance, Anti-Sabbath, Non-Resis-

tance, the National Education Association, various welfare

associations and numerous other reform efforts all attracted

her attention. Although she claims of woman's rights,

"In this work, too, I have enp;aged heart
and hand, as ray labours, travels and public
discourses evince," 253

It is doubtful if Lucretia 's interest in the woman's cause

ever supplanted her interest in Anti-slavery, ^^0- Even before the

Seneca Palls Convention, she was noted as asking Elizabeth

Cady Stanton,

"Are you going to have any reform or other
meeting during the sitting of the convention?" 255

By Lucretia 's own testimony. Anti-slavery remained her

overriding avocation.

"But the millions of down-trodden slaves in

our land being the greatest sufferers, the

most oppressed class, I have felt bound to

plead their cause, in season and out of
season, to enoeavor to put my soul in their
stead, and aia all in my power, in every

_^

right effort for their immediate emmancipation. "
'^'>°
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Lucretia was never able to supercede her altruistic affiliations

for the egotistic cause of woman's rights. '.Vhile all sources

agree that Lucretia was undoubtedly the foremost figure in the

early years of the Woman Movement, her's was a prominence bom
257of courtship. As a leading figure in the cause of Anti-

slavery, and many other worthy reforms of the day, she represent-

ed one of America's most noted women. Due to her experience

in the ministry and Antislavery Movement, Lucretia proved

practically as well as reputationally valuable. Experienced

in public speaking, able to think on her feet and accustomed

to organizational problems, she brought the experience of

numerous affiliations to the Woman Movement. Although

Lucretia constituted the moving spirit of the early Movement,

Elizabeth Cady Stanton comprised the inspiration and Susan B.,

the practical orgsnization force.

Cognizant of her limitations, Lucretia actively sought

women to assume the lead in the fight for woman's righta.^^

After l853» the leading roles in the Woman Movement v;ere

largely vested in Lucy Stone, Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B.

Anthony. Lucretia continued to promote the cause of woman's

rights, attend conventions and help determine policy, but the

initiative, she willingly passed from her hands. A transitional

figure, she bridged the gap from altruistic to egotistic reform

without comrleting the step herself.
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Like I.ucretia Mott, Susan B. Anthony was socialized in

a deviant subculture which did not enforce the normative

value system applied to most women. Her Quaker upbringing

combined with the liberalism of her father reinforced in her

an expanded notion of feminine status and role. Free from

many of the educational and occupational constraints imposed

on other women, she pursued a full time career as a teacher,

beginning in I8U.6. Transcending the liberalism of sect and

family, Susan encountered conflict between her conception of

feminine equality and larger society's value orientation. This

conflict was symbolized by the sex-related remunerative in-

equalities she experienced in the couse of her teaching career.

This conflict awakened in Susan a realization of woman's unequal

position in larger society. Her involvement in the Temperance

Movement, which began in l8[|.5» reinforced this realization and

awakened her to the need for action.

While teaching in Canajoharie, New York, Susan became a

member of the Daughters of Temperance. Committed to a tradition

of free speech and social reform, Susan regarded her vocal

support of the cause of Temperance as natural. Her biographer.

Alma Lutz noted:

",..the yo\ing Quaker, whose grandmother
and aionts had always spoken in meeting
when the spirit moved them, was reaay to

say her word for temperance, taking it

for granted that it was not only woman's
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right but her responsibility to speak
and work for social reform." 26l

By 1850, Susan had assumed the presidency of her local

temperance chapter. At this time, she embarked upon a program
262

to, "make women an active, important part," of the Temperance

Movement. In pursuit of this goal, she journied to the convent-

ion of the Sons of Temperance, in Albany, New York. Here she

hoped to assume an active role in convention proceedings. Denied

even the right of speech, Susan initiated her own counter con-

vention in Rochester. This led to the formation of the Women's

State Temperance Society in I850.

The Women's State Temperance Society was the product of

Suseji's first public encounter with the social constraints

imposed m on her sex. Radicel in approach, it advocated drunk-

263
enness as grounds for divorce, and gave Susan her first taste

of public censure.

The New York campaign for Prohibition in 1 851 gave Susan

a further education in the disabilities arising from woman's

inferior status and role. It gave special significance to women's

inability to affect temperance reform without the vote although

temperance societies were organizea, conventions held and sub-

scriptions to the Lily (a reformist magazine) solicited, the

lobbing efforts of women for prohibition were virtually ignorea.

2614.

Without the vote, women represented a political zero.
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Through her work for tenperance, Susan came to recognize

a lack of legal rights as the root of feminine Temperance work

provided the medium of Susan's enlightenment regarding the

inequalities of her sex. It confronted her directly with the

social pre.iudices and usages which hampered the cause of social

reform. Her experience in temperance work also enabled Susan

to identify a lack of legal rights as the root of feminine

disabilities. Finally, emersion in the Temperance Movement

brought Susan into contact with a wide variety of liberal re-

formers of the day. Their radical viev/s in conjunction with

her own liberating experiences contributed to Susan's social

awakening and espousal of the principles of woman's rirrhts.

In 18[|.8, reference to woman's rights served only to amuse

Susan B. . The Seneca Falls Convention held no interest for

265
her, other than the presence of I.ucretia Mott, whom she admired.

It was only through the continuous enthusiasm of her family

and reformist friends that Susan's amusement turned to serious

consideration .

The participation of her parents and sister in the Rochester

Convention of 1 850 finally roused in Susen a de3ire to acquaint
266

herself with the causes of antislavery ana woman's rights.

The subsequent year, Susan attenaed a number of antislavery

meetings. IVhile attending a series of lectures by Garrison,
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Susan was introduced to Klizabeth ':ady Stanton, their intro-

duction resulted in Susan's participation in a meetinc; to

discuss the foiinding of a people's college. Although the

college never materialized, this meeting forged a bond of

friendship between Susan B., Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Lucy

Stone. The result was the conversion of Susan to the cause
267

of woman's rights in 1852. Attending the Syracuse Convention

of 1852, she committed her efforts to the cause of civil rights,

property rights and the right of franchise for women.

Like Lucretia Mott, Susan B, Anthony came to the cause of

woman's rights by way of other avenues of social reform. Lack-

ing Lucretia 's general reformist tendancies and corar»iitment to

abolition, Susan became a specialist in women's rights. From

1852 onward, all of her efforts were directed either manifestly

or latently tov/aras the cause of woman's rights, especially

towards the goal of suffrage. She therefore represents an

elevated stage in the process of the Woman Movement as a whole.

Throxigh her realization of the ineauities of women as a group,

she was able to develop a "consciousness of land" which lent

coherence to the cause. It enabled her eventually to rlace

remediation of feminine rights above all other forms of social

reform, (especially cfter 1865) Although she could identify

herself with similarly oprressed groups, notably the black man.
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her primary loyalty was to her sex. Susan B. divided altruism

from egotism in the great sea of social reforms. In so doing,

she created a one tract reform which concentrated upon the

rights of women. However, this feat was not accomplished until

1870. The progress of woman's rights from ^^l^.8 to the end of

the Civil War was linked to the cause of abolition. Many of

its prominent members espoused membership in both the Anti-

slavery Society and the Woman Movement, Prom 1 852 onward,

Susan incorporated an antislavery plank in her public pletform.

1856 marked Susan's acceptance of an official role in the

antislavery cause. As the New York agent of the American Anti-

slavery Society, she gained organizational and administrative
268

skill. In addition, Susan gained the friendship ana stim-

ulation of such radical thinkers as: William Lloyd Garrison,
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Wendell Phillips, Francis Jackson and Parker Pillsbury.

Susan com.'^iented to Sam May in l858,

"I can but acknowledge to myself that
Antislavery has made me richer and
braver in spirit." 270

Passage of the D^d Scott Decision in 1 857 prompted Susan to

lobby in Albany for a personal liberty bill to protect escaping

slaves. The Harper's Ferry Raid and the subsequent aeath of

John Brown in 1359» committed her even deeper to the cause of

eramancipation. Although sincere, her commitment was not deep
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enough to obviate the cause of women as well. Against the

opposition of leading abolitionists, Susan sheltered the

fugitive wife and child of a noted Senator in 1801. Referring

to the opposition of Garrison ana Phillips, Susan retorted:

"Very many abolitionists have yet to
learn the ABC's of woman's rights." 271

Susan's commitment to woman's rights preceded, paralled and

superceded her affiliation with antislavery. From 1 852 on,

§u3an devoted the ma.iority of her time and effort to the cause

of woman.

^&%l^. was an especially busy year for Susan. In February,

phe prepared for and attended the annual Woman's Rights Convent-

ion in Albany, Here, two petitions, representative of much

work, were presented by Susan. The first suriorted the Married

Women's Property Bill, with 6,0C0 signatures. The second

272
supported woman suffrage with l4.,0C0 signatures.

While making plans for a solitary campaign for suffrage

and the Property Act in New York, Susan founa time to travel

273
to Washington to speak out against the Kansas-Nebraska Act,

Returning home, she continued to plan for her New York campaign,

Beginning in December, Suasn canvassed fifty-four counties

and sold 20,0C0 tracts over a six month period. January of

1856 sew Susan compaigning once again throughout New Yorx for

woman's rights. Unfortunately, laughter, rather than ection
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met the presentation of her lengthy petition to the New York
275

State Legislature. The victory of both the Married Women's

Property Act and the Eoual Rights to Children Act in Ohio

underscored the conservatism of the North, yet lent a promise

of hope. Hope was a useful commoaity in the early years of

the Woman Movement. In 1656, two emminent defenders of woman's

rights withdrew their support from the organized Movement for

polar reasons. Horace Greeley withdrew his literary support

because he found Susan B. Anthony too raaical. Gerrit Smith

withdrew his financial support because he considered the members

of the movement not radical enough. in spite of Gerrit Smith's

disagreement, the late 50*3 saw a radicalization in Susan B. 's

platform of woman's rights. In l857, she wrote to Lucy Stone:

' "It seems to me that we have played on
the surface of things long enough.
Getting the right to hold property, to
vote, to wear v;hat aresses w-e please,
etc., are all to the good, but Social
Freedom , after all, lies at the bottom
of all, and unless woman gets that she
must continue the slave of man in all
things." 277

This radicalism was transferred to the annual Woman's Rights

Convention of l86l. Along with Elizabeth Cedy Stanton, Susan

introduced the question of marriage and divorce to the convention,

Both women called for support of a liberal divorce bill pending

before the New York Legislature. Liberalization of the divorce
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laws represented a step towards "Social Freedom."

The late 50 's marks the opening of an era of pursuit

of "Social Freedom" by Susan B. this pursuit entailed a total

redefinition of the existing role of woman. It also necessitat-

ed a change of norms within the supportive institutions of

family and church. Such a bold step promised opposition.

1853 had witnessed the first definate efforts to crush

woman's rights by physical violence, Reactionslism, female

as well as male relegated its proponents to the status of

social outcasts and freaks. Advocating refoi?m in i860, Susan

recognized the implications of her actions as v/ell as their

necessity.

"Cautious, careful people, always casting
about to preserve their rerutations and
social standing can not bring about a reform.
Those who are really in earnest must be will-
ing to be, anything or nothing in the world's
estimation, ana pubically and rrivately, in
season and out, avow their sympathy v/ith

dest.isea and persecuted ideas and their ad-
vocates, and bear the conseauences. " 279

It remains that both radicalism and oj.position were interrupted

by the v;ar.

The outbreak of the Civil War in I86I was accompanied by

a plea from abolitionists to suspend all extraneous activities.

Pursuit of woman's rights was considerea to be one of these.

Women such as Susan B., Eliazbeth Cady Stanton and Lucy otone
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were requested to transmit their energies to snpiiort of The

Union War effort and the cause of the black man. In com-

pliance with this request. The National Loyal League was

founded in May of I863. Under the Presidency of Elizabeth

and Secretaryship of Susan B., it recognized the need to

establish the civil and political rights of Negroes and

Women to establish true peace. It thus artfully incorporated

woman's rights into the war effort. The purposes of this

League included:

1 ) promotion of a sririt of awareness based on thoughtful
consideration wriich would force Northern women to come
to grips with the basic issues of the wer,

2) connection of these war issues v/ith their own claims
of freedom,

3) participation in molding public opinion and directing
policy,

I4.) promotion of a 13th Ammendment by petition.

By April of I86I4., l4.00,0C0 signatures had been collected

on a petition for a 13th Ammendment. The war effort had drawn

women out of the home and into a more prominent position in

public life. Indirectly, the war pronoted an expanaed role for

women. Thus, by the dissolution of the Loyal League in April

of 1865, many of the Lee.^ue's spoken and unstoken goals had

been fulfilled.

Susan B. looked to Reconstruction as an era which would
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woman suffrage. 286

With the promise of a constitutional change embodied

within a 1i|.th Ammendment which would strike out the word

"white", women were once again remonstrated to curtail their

aspirations. As Wendell Phillip's reminded them in the short

lived American Eaual Rights Association of 1866, this was the

287
"Negro's hour", and female enfranchisement would have to wait.

Construed by Susan B. and Elizabeth as treason, they vowed:

"..then and there... that they would devote
themselves with all their mieht and main to
woman suffrage and to that alone." 286

Disaffiliation v/ith the Negro Question marked a turning

point in the course of the Womeui Movement. From 1 866 onward,

Susan B, along with Elizabeth Cady Stanton embarked upon an

independent course of action which utilized all available

skills and means to promote the cause of woman suffrage. This

policy brought them into conflict with less radical members of

the Movement. Independence of action and association in the

Kansas Campaign for suffrage of 1667 compovinded by personal

antagonism promoted a deepening rift between abolitionist and

woman's rights interests. It also created strife within the

Woman Movement itself.

Many abolitionists, incorporating a dual interest in woman's

rights, could not supercede their antislavery loyalties to
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sanction the importance of immediate woman suffrage, (as was

demanded by Susan B. ) Among the men, only Parker Pillsbury,

Sam J. May, James Mott and Robert Purvis encouraged immediate

woman suffrage. Lucretia Mott, Earnestine Rose and H&rtha C.

Wright remained the sole consist feminine supporters.^°^

Adherence to abolitionist policy and the growing radicalism

of the policies of Susan B, and Elizabeth contributed to a

schism i-zithin the forces of the Woman Movement which centered

around the New York and Boston factions. The radical feminist

stand of the Revolution , (a paper issued by Susan B. from 1868

to 1870) and the commitment of Susan and Elizabeth to a federal

campaign of v:oman suffrage alienated Lucy Stone and much of her

Massachusetts constituency. The general unwillingness of the

American Equal Rights Association to support Susan B.'s efforts

for woman suffrage caused her to form the National V/oman ' s

290
Suffrage Association of America in 1868. It also led to the

introduction of a I6th Ammendment which prescribed suffrage

based on citizenship and not sex. Reaction to both of these

291
moves was forthcoming.

At the 1869 Convention of the American Equal Rights Associat-

ion, Susan B., along with Elizabeth confronted a Massachiisetts-

supported reactionary tribunal. Accused of rerudiating the

princirles of the Association, they were tried and convicted of:
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1 ) advocation of educated suffrage in oproaition to
universal suffrage

2) collaboration with a noxious anti-abolitionist,
George F. Train in the Kansas Campaign of 1867

3) opposition to the general policy of the "Negro's
Hour" whereth Negro suffrage attained full priority.

Through their supi ort of the Association's accusations, I.ucy

Stone and her faction manifested their disassociation with the

program, goals and ideology of Susan B. committed to a state

by state campaign for suffrage eind resigned to the supremecy

of the "Negro Hour", they did not transcend the boundaries of

their past reformist affiliation to forge a sex-based bond with

Susan B, nnd Elizabeth, The result was a split in the forces

of the Woman Movement into two camps. The conservative, anti-

feminists remained within the context of old, American V/oraan

Suffrage Association, while the Federalists and feminists

gravitated to the new. National V/oman ' s Suffrage Association.

This new organization symbolized the institutionalization of

the egotistic reform efforts of Susan B. . Radical and often

criticized, it fought for a lure realization of the equality

of women, attacking both institutional ana psychological barriers.

Susan B, was the major executrix of this work.

Under the presidency of Elizabeth and executive oi'ficership

of Susan B., the National Association committed itself to con-
293

centration on woman's suffrage and support of the l6th Ammendment.
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The next twenty years were devoted to extensive campaigning

in which Susan B. played the major role. Inspite of her rec-

ognition of the liabilities of the state by state method, Susan

lent much of her tine and energy to numerous suffrage campaigns.

Between 1 870 and 1 9C0 she made no less than 15 tours of the

West and Pacific, ranging from Kansas to California. Each time

suffrage legislation approached a state or temtorial legislature,

Susan B. i^as there.

Participation in individual state campaie;ns did not dis-

suade Susan from continual efforts to affect federal sul'irege.

In her wisdom, she understood the continued vitality of social

pre,1udlce which bred conservatism in the North. i'he political

interests of the liquor faction combined with the reactionalism

of the immigrant population to impede progress in the otherwise

liberal '.Vest.

Beginning in 1 871 , Susan B. formed a plan to challenge the

conventional interpretation of the lUth Ammendment. Operating

upon the contention of Francis Minor that states had the right

291i
to regulate but not prohibit suffrage, Susan was easily sus-

ceptable to the .Voodhull Memorial to Con.n-ress . (a speech to

Congress supporting v;oman suffrage given by Victoria Woodhull

)

\>niile Elizabeth was attracted to the feminist liberalism of

Victoria Woodhull and her sister Penessee Clafin, Susan was
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enthralled by Victoria's supposition that the Ikth and 1 5th

295
Aimnendments supported woman sulTrage. Testing out this

supposition, Susan registered and voted in the Presidential

Elections of l872. This action resulted in her arrest and

subsequent trial in June of 1873.

The long range effect of Susan's liberal coup was a more

constrictive interpretation of the 1[|.th and 1 5th Ammendments,

passed by the Supreme Court in 18714.. It ruled that these two

ammendments did not confere the right of suffrage on everyone.

Separate states were also reaffirmed in their power to enact

297
separate suffrage laws. From 1 87I4. onward, Susan was forced

to turn her efforts to the passage of a 16th Ammendment,

18714. also saw the rise of a Social Purity Movement in the

United States which constituted an indirect aid to the cause

of woman suffrage. The experience of many reformers duplicated

that of Susan's, 25 years previous. Work in social reform

taught many young women that social changes were difficult to

298
attain without political power. Realization of this fact

brough countless workers into the ranks of the National Woman's

Suffrage Association. Members of the V/omen's Christian Temperance

Union comprised a large percentage of these mmbers.

Besides providing more rational workers for the cause of

suffrage, the social purity movement also created a more liberal
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social atmosphere. Feminist criticisms of marri&ge and

divorce blended with dissertations on prostitution, infanticide,
299

wife and child abandonment and venereal disease. Many of the

old taboo's of gentile speech were breaking down in the name

of social regeneration. A more susceptible public attitude

was resulting.

Although susceptibility was increasing, opposition was

still pervasive. In 1877, a petition to Congress for a federal

woman's suffrage ammendment, signed by 1 0,OOOinciiviQuals, in-
300

stigated only laughter. The pervasiveness of the social myth

connectinp; woman suffrage and familial destruction manifested
301

itself in an anti-suffrage organization. Insrite of this

opposition, forces of social change were bringing about a con-

frontation between the old ideal of womanhood and new cultural

imperatives of freedom. When Susan B. argued:

"Women must be educated out of their
unthinking acceptance of financial
depenaence on man into mental and
econorriic indepenaence. " 302

She was expressing a social reality. Susan was supported in

this contention by war and industrialization which increased

economic independence for women.

The Civil War had depleted the supply of available men in

the North, as in the South. This increased the number of women

who were denied the option of marriage due to the demographic
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facts of war and westr-rn migration. At the same time,

industrialization was acting as an accelorator of social

change in the domestic sector of society. Work previously

done in the household was gradually being taken over by

factories. In order to earn a living, many women were forced

to look for work out of the home and to move into the general

labor market. In so doing, they confronted both unequal

employment optortunities and inadequate wages. Resulting

social evils such as prostitution underscored the disequilibri-

um between economic necessity and social convention. V/omen

were less and less able to rely on outdated role models to

survive in a modernizing society. Thus, the appeals of the

Woman Movement for equal pay and better .1obs were beconming

relavent to the new positions which women were forced to fill.

Similarly, v.-omen began to realize that the road to the practi-
303

cal attainment of these goals lay through woman suffrage.

Without the vote, women had no role in controlling their own

economic and social destiny.

A less traditional society, the West dispensed with the

old social patterns more easily than dia the East. By l835,

progress in the status upgrading and role enlargement of women

was evident on an institutional level. Kansas women voted in

elections while school suffrage was won in twelve states. In

addition, the Farmers' Alliance, Grange and Prohibition Party
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all admitted female members. State xiniversities, open to

30k
women graduated 2,000 women each year. As Alma Lutz recounts

"In a sense, woman suffrage was becomming
respectable in the V/est, and a woman was
no longer ostracized by her friends for
working with Susan B. Anthony." 305

Both attitudinal and institutional change were slowly

filtering Eastward, for in 1887, a Womsin Suffrage Ammendment

was seriously debated in the United States Senate. I^ch of

the credit for this progress was due to the unfailing effort

of Susan B. Anthony, From 1 870 onward, her dedication to the

cause of woman was total and continuous. Not only did Susan

bridge the cap from altruistic to egotistic reform herself,

but she helred force others to do so.

In the persons of Lucy Stone and Elizabeth Cady Stanton,

we have true rebels from the normative definition of 1°th

century female status and role. Impressed with the inequities

of their sex in childhood, neither was shielded by a deviant

subculture from the pressure of the overarching value system.

Fully pressed by that value sytem throughout their lives, they

nonetheless repudiated that system.

This repudiation occurred in a vaccum. No familial or

peer group reinforcement substantially supported them in their

beliefs curing the entire course of their youth. So diffuse

was the cult of True 'Womanhood and the Home that neither Lucy
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nor Elizabeth encoimtered an individual or similar attitude

\antil after the age of twenty-five.

Cognizent of their dissatisfaction, they were baffled as

to a means of enacting it. On a personal level, both Lucy and

Elizabeth turned to education as an avenue of escape. Differ-

ing in the quality of their educational experience, (Lucy's

was institutional and Elizabeth's, private ) both visualized it

as a form of role rebellion. Continued frustration led both

young women to vocalize their rebellion through work in social

reform.

For both Lucy Stone and Elizabeth Cady Stanton, antislavery

and temperance provided early channels for their reformist efforts,

Within the context of the Antislavery and Temperance movements,

their philosophy of woman's rights matured. T'xis maturation

took two forms: ideological and organizational.

Ideologically, sympathy for the fate of the slave trans-

formed into e'Tipathy. Lucy Stone and Elizabeth gained a better

understanding of their own sexual disabilities by publicizing

the disabilities of others. This understanding was enhanced

by interaction with a mutually reinforcing group of like-minded

lib'^rals represented within the American Anti-slavery Society.

The raa.lor figures in the V/oman Movement of the 19th century

all sprang from the fertile soil of abolition. These included:
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Sarah and Angelina Grinke, Abbey Kelly Foster, Antoinette

Brown, Ernestine Rose, Anna Dickinson, Paulina Wright Davis

and I.ydia Nana Child, to Ra^'^ .lust a few. Continual inter-

action reinforced emd further developed the ideological

predisposition towards woman's rights which Lucy Stone and

Elizabeth Cady Stanton evinced.

Aside from contributing to the ideological development

of woman's rights doctrine, the Anti-slavery Society also

provided a model for action. As Page Smith noted in his book.

Daughters of the Promised Land .

"The Antislavery movement was, then, the
means of entry into American political life
of a vast number of women who organized,
attended, and chaired meetings, prepared
agenda, made motions, debated issues,
circulated petitions and did all this in
the face of passive and often active
resistance from most men, from virtually
all the "media" and from the great nalority
of their sister." 307

Antislavery work taught Lucy Stone and Elizabeth Cady Stanton

how to give voice, in an effective manner, to their aspirations

for woman's rights. Unlike the cases of Susan B. and Lucretia

Mott, commitment to the cause of woman's rights had preceded

involvement in other t^^pes of social reform for both Lucy and

Elizabeth. Unconsciously, they used these alternative avenues

of social reform as vehicles to self-expression. However, once
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again the altruistic allure of abolition impinged upon an

originally egotistic reformer. In the course of her abolition

work, Lucy Stone lost the purity of her woman's rights impulse.

Unlike Elizabeth, she did not transform into an egoistic re-

former in 1866, Under the sway of a dual commitment to negro

suffrage, she remained behind in the antislavery camp.

Lacking the ability to transcend the platform of the American

Equal Rights Association on the question of delayed female

stiffrage, she also failed to make the transition from structural

reform to psychological reform of the status and role of women.

Where Elizabeth was a radical feminist, Lucy Stone was not.

She could not perceive the necessity for a total re-examination

of feminine status and role. Thus she remains a limited

revolutionary when placed next to Elizabeth Cady Stanton and

Susan B. Anthony.

The career of Lucy Stone is a study of converging and

diverging forces. Her commitment, from youth, was to the cause

of woman's rights. Impressed by the hardships suffered by her

mother, Lucy sought to determine the veracity of their Biblical

precedent through study. The desire for education led Lucy to

her earliest experience in employment. Teaching provided a

means for financing her way through school. It also exposed

her to adaitional -vidence of feminine inequality: salary dis-
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crimination.

For 12 years Lucy intermittently taught and studied to

procure her education. In the process of her education, Lucy

became exrosed to the cause of antislavery. Studying and

teaching at Oberlin, she associated with former slaves as an

instructress and as a fellow pupil. Thus, in the course of

her higher education, abolition became intertwined with woman's

rights in Lucy's reformist platform.

Upon graduation from Oberlin, Lucy began work in a field

to which, she had consciously aspired since childhood: public

speech. Her great desire was to be a lecturer on the two

topics which held her interest: abolition and woman's rights.

Ten years after hearing the Pastoral Letter of 1 837 read aloud

in her native Congregational Church, Lucy had the pleasure of

speaking, in defiance of its tenants.-^ Speaking from her

brothers' pulpit in Gardner, Massachusetts, she delivered a

lecture on woman's rights. This appearance inaufrurated Lucy's

309
career as "the first consistent lectress on woman's rights."

As Elizabeth Cady Stanton was If-ter to remark:

"Lucy Stone was the first person by whom
the heart of the American public was
deeply stirred on the woman question." ^

In her role as a woman's rights lectress, Lucy btone was

a path breaker. She began her lecture tours long before a
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formal organization existed to give her backing. -^^^ Solitary

and self-financed, Lucy described her work in these words:

"I went from city to city and from state
to state, everywhere carrying the crood
gospel of equal rights for women, seeking
to create that wholesome discontent among
women which would make them resent their
uneaual conaition, and wish to escape from
it." 312

The topics on which she lectured were basically three: the

social and industrial disabilities of woman, her legal and

political disabilities and her moral and religious disabilities

In the course of her tours, Lucy met all genres of optosition.

As one author has noted:

"The seed of the V/oman's Movement germinated,
not under shining sun and balmy showers, but
pressed in unfriendly soil, sublected to the
chilling animosity of merchants. And the storms
of Toliticiens and wilted down by the glaring heat
of reverend gentlemen, all of whom ^mited to
prevent the female from speaking in rublic .

" 31

3

Verbal opposition met many of Lucy's early lectures.

Variously referred to as a "she hyena", and a barroom-dwelling-

31ii.

cigar-smoker, Lucy met this otrosition with resolution.

"I surely would not be a public speaker
if I sought a life of ease, for it will
be a most laborious one; nor would I

do it for the sake of honor, for I know
that I shall be disesteened,nay, even
hated by some who are now my frienas, or
who profess to be. Neither would I do
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it if I sought wealth, because I
could secure it with far more ease ^. j-

eind worldly honor by being a teacner, " -^ -^

Lucy fully realized the deviant path which she was taking when

she embarked upon this career. Unlike Lucretia Mott, she was

not backed by a tolerant Quaker com-nunity or a sympathetic

husband. Even the contact which she had early established

with the American Anti-slavery Society was not continuous.

Shortly after commencing a career as a full time agent for this

society, Lucy was forced to resign. Due to the selfishness

incumbent in most great causes, Lucy was reprimanded by the

Anti-slavery Society for mixing two pariah subjects: anti-

slavery and woman's rights. It was the fear of Sam Hay, the

Society's chief agent, that the cause of woman's rights would

injure the antislavery effort by alienating an already nostile

audience. l-Zhen asked to curb her references to the position

of women in her public speeches, Lucy replied:

"Well, Mr. May, I was a woman before I .

was an abolitionist. I must speak for
the women."

Prom 1 814.9 to i860, woman's rights took precedence in Lucy Stone's

career. Her antislavery lectures were confined to weekends

while her woman's rights work v:as a five day a week endeavor.

However, out of her labors for the elevation of the Negro

came a formal organization dedicated to remediation of the
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inequities of women. The National Anti-slavery Society

Convention of 1850, held in Boston, was the scene of the first

extra regional organizational impulse, to protest the status

and role of women. Meeting in the ante-room of the Convention

Hall at the close of the last session, nine feminine abolition-

ists made plans for a National Woman's Rights Convention.

These included: Lucy Stone, Abbey Kelley Foster, Paulina

Wright Davis, Eliza J, Kemmey, Mrs. Eliza Tr.ft, Mrs, Dora Taft

316
and Dr. Harriot K, Hunt, Lacking money, contacts and

Lucy and her female co-workers were forced to turn to their

male counterparts for advice. Utilizing the methodology and

patrons suggested by William Lloyd Garrison smd V/endell Phillips,

they created the first extra-regional woman's rights convention

on an abolitionist base. Lacking self-confiaence as well as

expertise,— ]i>
the call for the convention was written

by i^r. Jilliam Elder of Philadelphia in collaboration with the

3l7
feminine members of the committee. Signed by r9 men and

woman from six states, the call drew 1,000 respondents. Thus,

in October of 1850, Brinley Hall in Worchester, Massachusetts

hosted the first National Woman's Rights Convention. The

speakers, male and female were dravm wholly from the aooiitionist

ranks. Lucretia Mott, William L. Garrison, Wendell Phillips,

Ernestine L. Rose, Lucy Stone, Antoinette L. Brown, Charles C.
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Burleigh, Fredrick Douglass, Abbey Kelly Foster, and Sojourner

Truth all spoke for the ri-hts of women. It is the contention

of Lucy Stone's daughter and biographer that:

"This first National Convention with its
long list of illustrious signers from
many states attracted the attention of
the whole country, and really launched
the woman ' s- rights cause as a National
Movement." ^^

°

This convention awakened the consciousness of several prominent

(or soon to be) women both at home and abroad. The conversion

of Susan B. Anthony to the cause of woman's rights is aated

from her exposure to an account of the Convention in the New York

Weekly Tribtine. Reports of the proceedings also impelled

Harriet T. Hill to write for the Westminster Review an article

which is credited with catalyzing the Woman Movement in Britain.-^'"

The series of yearly conventions which followed the 1 850 con-

vention all evinced the efforts of Lucy Stone. A constant

participant, she also acted as chief organizer until her marriage

and published the proceedings at her own expense. These pub-

lications, in pamphlet form, became the first woman's rights

tracts. They were distributed by Lucy wherever she lectured.

Thi roots of an organized Woman's Movement were firmly

planted in the cause and abolition throughout the 1 SLi-O ' s and

50*3. During this period, reformers such as Lucy Stone cross-

cut both major causes. Ancillary social reform causes such as
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temperance, also contributed workers to and drew workers from

the pool of social reformers, concentrated predominately in

the North. For instance, Lucy Stone, along with Lucretia Hott,

Susan B, Anthony and Elizabeth Cady Stanton all attended The

Whole World's Temperance Convention of l853, in New York.

Individuals who crosscut all three organizations: Antislavery,

Temperance and Woman's Rights, included: Lucy Stone, Elizabeth

Cady Stanton, Susan B. Anthony, Lucretia Hott, Abbey Kelley

Foster, Stephen Poster, Antoinette Brown, Sarah Grimke end

Angelina Grimke Weld, Theodore Weld, Pauline Wright Davis,

Ernestine Rose, Wendell Phillips and William Lloyd Garrison.

A mutually reinforcing peer group existed within these

three causes throughout the 50 's» Their intersections pro-

vided social and moral support to all three bodies of reformers.

Confronted by opposition within larger society, such reinforce-

ment was necessary for the maintanence of the deviant values

and behavior enacted by all three groups.

Membership in all three of these organizations provided a basis

for a sense of sorority which slowly emerged among the female

constituents of Temperance, Antislavery and Woman's Rights.

Dra\-m together by com-^'on causes, coFimon experiences and common

sex, they began to follow a set of comnon mores. As early as

1851, a sense of group cohesiveness was manifest in adoption
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of the Bloomer dress by a small niouiber of convinced temperance,

antislavery and woman's rights advocates. These included:

Mrs. Miller, (the originator) Mrs. Amelia Bloomer, Paulina

Wright Davis, Lucy Stone, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Sarah and

Angelina Grimiie, Mrs, William Barleigh, Cecelia Burleigh,

Charlotte Beebe Wilbour, Helen Jarvis, Lydia Jenkins, Amelia

320Willard and Dr. Harriet N. Austin. Lucretia Kott was not

included in this group simply because,

"To her, lines of dress became important
only as an expression of inner faith and
humility of spirit." 3^0

The advantages of the bloomer dress in terms of health and

movement did not outweigh the petty annoyances and persistent

persecution incurred by its adherents ridicule and harassment

were met by the advocates of dress reform at every turn. As

Elizabeth Cady Stanton was later to note

:

"..for great are the penalties of those
who dare to resist the benests of the
tyrant Custom," ^'^*

Although it increased the sense of sorority among its adherents,

consistent social pressure forced the eventual abandonment of

the bloomer dress. By 1851;, Lucy, Elizabeth and Susan had all

given up the bloomer. The ridicule it incurred interfered with
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their larger reform efforts.

Dress refonn was only one manifestation of a growing sens©
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of sorority among female reformers. Continuous attendsnce

at the National Woman's Rights Convention also served to bind

reformers together in the cause of woman's rights. However,

in the midst of cohesion, a split was developing which would

increase throughout the 60 's. Centering around personality

and program differences, it would lead to the formation of

two separate suffrage associations by I87O.

1853 saw Lucy Stone campaigning for the passage of a woman's

suffrage petition in the Massachusetts Constitutional Convention.

This occasion marked the beginning of a life long program of

ftCtivism, devoted to the acquisition of woman suffrage. It was

Lucy Stone's firm conviction that enfranchisement was the primary

path to sexual equality. For this reason, she believed that

suffrage work should be womens ' first concern. As their first

concern, it should be singleminedly pursued, undiluted by other

woman's rights pursuits. Adherence to this single minded pro-

gram of suffrage is regarded as one of the causes of the con-

flict which eventually split the Woman Movement. It brought

Lucy into conflict with Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B.

Anthony who adhered to feminist as well as political reform.

Thus, while Lucy divided her time between care for her >ounger

daughter and work for the war eifort, Elizabeth and Susan were

developing an increasingly radical program of woman's riphts.
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The Civil War represented a watershed in the course of

the Woman Movement. Prior to the end ol' the Civil War, the

causes of Antislavery and Woman's Rights were amiably linked

by the common sympathy and work of both factions. During the

course of the War, the Woman Movement suspended active campaign-

ing and devoted itself to the war effort and the emmancipation

of the black population. Policy dilferences between Lucy, and

Elizabeth and Susan were overshadowed by the wrr effort. Along

with Lucretia Mott, Susan B. Anthony and Elizabeth Cady Stanton,

Lucy participated in the National Loyal League. Together they

labored to bring a sense of political awareness and participation

to the Women of the North.

After the specter of war receded, dormant differences, as

well as new ones, reasserted themselves. The reconstruction

policy of the abolitionists broke the alliance between the radical

sector of the Woman Movement (Susan B. and Elizabeth) and the

maiority of the antislavery adherents. The War itself had

functioned to accelorete issues of status and enfranchisement for

323
the American V/oman. Conflict appeared when members of the

Antislavery faction, witnin the context of tne American :iqual

Rights Association, refused to recognize these issues as press-

ing. Lucy Stone alienated herself with this faction.

In the conflict which centered around passage of the llith
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Ammendment, Lucy Stone identified herself as a moderate

suffragette. Alienated by personal difference and the

experience of the Kansas campaign, she held that all possible

effort should be made to include women in the 11;th Ammendment.

If this proved imcossible, Lucy believed that women should labor

for the passage of the Bill, irregardless.

Adaption of this stand marks Lucy as a somewhat transit-

ional figure in the Woman Movement. She typifies the conjugat-

ion of two great forces: Antislavery and Woman's Rights. Her

commitment to both prevented her total commitment to either.

Still tied to the tradition of altruistic reform, she like

Lucretia, is unable to proceed to fully egotistic reform. Total

commitment to a cause, not conciliation, makes a succesaful

revolution. In this respect, Susan B. Anthony and Elizabeth

Cady Stanton typified total revolutionaries and the new phase

of the Woman Movement. The li^th Ammendment contraversly set

them free. The orrosition of the Garrisonians to the question

of a ,ioint suffrage ammendment acted as a catylst and turned

these two ii^omen and their follovjers in upon themselves. Due

to this opposition, they separated themselves from the cause of

the black man and concentrated their efforts solely Ufon the

woman cause,

Lucy Stone represents the antithesis of this radical stand.
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Her moderate principles found voice in the American Woman'

Suffrage Association in I67O. Non-sectarian and non-p?-rti3on,

it appealed to her hiomanitarian sentiments. Under the presi-

dency of Henry Ward Beecher, it operated on a delegate system,

espoused /r-jt^ 1 ^ annual meetings and worked for state endorse-
^ PI

ment of Homem. sui'frage. It also guaranteed male membership
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and the right to hold office.

Although dulled by separation, the animosity between the

National and American branches of the Woman Suffrage Association

grew throughout the 70 's. Matters were not helped by the establish-

ment of the Woman ' s Journal , in I87O, iust one year after the

Revolution was disbanded. Lucy Stone took on the .1ob of fund-

raiser and assistant editor for the Journal , Edited by Mary A.

Livermore in its first years and assisted by T. W. Hig~inson,

Julia Ward Howe and William I.loyd Garrison, it provided an ever

available platform for the cause of woman's rights for iil years. -^

Upon the retirement of Ms. Livermore, Lucy and her husband,

HeniTy assumed the editorship and held it for years. It is noted

by her daughter, Alice, that the Journal was one of the greatest

leys, as well as burdens of her mothers' career.

In adaition to her publicetion work, Lucy had also assumed

numerous organizational and executive endeavors. In I806, she

was named President of the New Jersey Womens Suxfrage Associat-
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ion. In 1868, she helped organize the New England Women

SuTfrage Association and in I87O, the Massachuseocs Association.

Lecturing also took up much of her time. Not until 13:7, at

the age of 69, was she forced to give up extensive tours due

to illness. Prom this time forward, she confined herself to

327addressing women's clubs, schools, parlour meetings and granges.

Until her death in 1893, she continued to lecture and work on

the Journal .

Rexonion of the National and American Woman's Suifrage

Associations did not come until I8S9. fhis reunion was due,

not so much to a reconciliation of old differences as to the

pressure of the second generation of suffrage workers. They

believed that \inification would ensure a moie racid acquisition

of suffrage. However, the differences which separated the first

generation remained.

As we have noted, one of the main conflicts was ideological.

It was the conflict between radical feminism and moderate politi-

cal reformism. Elizabeth Cady Stanton is regarded as the engi-

neer of 19th century feminism. She looked for a reform of the

inner si irit of society as well as a rolitical change, which
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would recognize the achievements and claims of women. Eliza-

beth manifested this concern by pursuit of marriage, divorce and

religious reform contiguous to her efforts for rolitical reform
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and suffrage. Advocation of these reforms often led to

association with socially pariah individuals. Lucy otone

could not ascribe to the mixture of all four strains of re-

form at once. Even less could she stomach the liberal stand

which Elizabeth and her co-worker Susan took on unconventional

individuals such as Victoria Woodhull. Aligning Elizabeth's

brand of feminist liberalism with moral degeneration, Lucy

accused Elizabeth and Susan of corrupting the cause of woman

suffra~e. In addition to her propensity for altruistic over

egotistic reform, Lucy v/as also hampered by her conservative,

moralistic reform impulses. She could not effect a transition

to radical feminist reform. What was it in Elizabeth that had

moved her beyond political reform, to a higher awareness of

necessary social-structural alterations in prevailing in-

stitutions? '/Jhat v;as it that induced her to move from re-

formism to radicalism in affecting these alterations? Perhaps

the differential factors may be best seen through comrarison

with Lucy Stone, x^fho followed a different path.

Elizabeth Cady Stanton, like Lucy, gained her woman's

rights iT-.pulse in childhood. Unlike lucy, she did not embark

upon an independent career in rursuit of rel'orm. (In fact,

she never experienced independent emplojTnent of any type in

her life.) It was not until after her marriage in 1 614.0 that
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Elisabetb cormnenced her work for woman's rights.

Exposure to the London Convention and its female dele-

330gates awakened in Elizabeth a germinal desire for protest.

This desire was not realized for eight years. Not until

Elizabeth was confronted with the full constraints of the

normative status and role of wife and mother did she act.

This confrontation came after two years of residence in Seneca

Falls.

Residing on the outskirts of town with poor servants, no

near neighbors ana a frequently absent husband, Elizabeth began
331

to react to the duties of increasing maternity. Her sense

of frustration v/as increased by the memory of the active life

she had led in reform-minded Boston. After two years residence

in Seneca Falls, Elizabeth remarked:

"I now fully understood the practical
difficulties most women haa to contend
with in the isolated household, and the
impossibility of woman's best devel'^pe-
ment if in contact, the chief part of ^-^2

her life, with servants and children."

The result of this awareness was the Seneca Falls Convention.

"My experience at the Worla's Antislavery
Convenoiun, all i had read of the legal
status of women and the opression I saw
everywhere together swept across my soul,
intensified now by many personal exper-
iences. It seemed as if all the elements
had conspired to impell me to some onvjard
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step, I could not see what to do or
where to begin. My only thought was
a public meeting for protest and
discussion." 332"^

Although pre-dated by abolition, temperance and prison reform

work, Seneca Falls marks the beginning of Elizabeth's public

career in woman's rights.

The first meeting, held at the Methodist Church, was more

of a consciousness-raising session than a plotted and planned

beerinning to a r^-volutionary movement. Despite its regional

limitations, Seneca Palls had national impact. The degree of

publicity surprised its origional constituents,

"With our Declaration of Rights and
Resolutions for a text, it seemed as if
every man who could wield a pen prepared
a homily on "v;oman's srhere." All the
journals from Maine to Texas seemed to
strive with each other to see which could ^32
make our Movement appear the most ridiculous."

The extent of negative rublic sanction was a surprise to all

participants. Elizabeth remembers:

"If I had had the slightest premon-
ition of all that was to follow that
convention, I fear I should not have
had the courage to risk it." 332

The quality of her entrance into a career in Woman's rights

differed from that of Lucy Stone. At the age of 33» Elizabeth

began her career, en masse and in relative innocence of the
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Oppesition she was to encounter, in contrast, Lucy itone evolved

in a less spectacular manner, as a youthful, solitary lecturer,

completely aware of her potential opposition.

The course of Elizabeth career from 1 8la.8 to 1858 also

differed from that of Lucy's. The difference is primarily

attributed to the duties of Elizabeth's maternity. Her role

of mother prevented her irom pursuing a far-flung lecturing

career. Operating within the confines of her role, she did

attempt to exert her influence on a commiinity basis.

After Seneca Falls, Elizabeth engaged in limited conscious-

ness raising activities designed to bring the cause of Woman's

Rights into the public eye. These activities were reactionary

as well as initiative, Tney included submission of rebuttals

to .iournalistic attacks on woman's rights and private corr-

espondence geared to arouse friends to the cause of woman.

Elizabeth also corresionded with extra-state conventions in

order to keep herself informed. Within her immediate community,

she encouraged use of her home as a center of social gathering

and promoted a conversation club to trompt discussion of current

333
issues.

Due to her extended fertility, Elizabeth's early partici-

pation in the battle for woman's rights was confined to speech
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writing and progran formation. The symbiotic relationship

which grew-up between Elizabeth and Susan B. after I850, both

reflected and reinforced this circiirastance. As Elizabeth her-

self was given to comnent

:

"In thought and sympathy we were one,
and in division of labor v^e exactly
complemented each other. "-'-^'^

Where Susan B. supplied the facts and figures, Elizabeth pro-

vided the rhetoric. Her ability to foi^ such a relation-

ship, to a certain degree, rescued Elizabeth from slipping
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into "the narrow selfishness of family." By the same token,

their interaction resulted in a radicalization of the >Voman

Movement, X'jhich stemmed from Elizabeths' writings and thought.

Working together, these two women developed a cohesive and well

planned program for social change based on:

1 ) a widening and consolidation of political
and economic rights for women

2) an analysis of sexuality and a critical
examination of marriage and the family
as social institutions.

In developement of this second consideration, Elizabeth and

Susan radicalized the Woman Movement and subsequently alienatea

many of its followers. Among the alienated was Lucy Stone.

Up until i860, the general aims of Lucy and Elizabeth

coincided. Abolition, temperance, educational discrimination,
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unequal wages, v;oman ' s property rights, Biblical interpre-

tation and various sex-based legal injustices were all causes
0^

for which Elizabeth and Lucy felt a common sympathy. Even

the limited degree of public activism which Elizabeth practiced

during this period, coincided with Lucy's aims. For instance,

from 1614.3 til 181^.8, Elizabeth lobbied for the Married V/oman's

Property Bill, pending in New York. In l85ii-, she delivered

her first speech before the New York State Legislature request-

ing woman suffrage. Up until the war, she was an almost con-

stant participant in the yearly National Woman's Rights Con-

vention.

In 1858, with the birth of her only child, even the str^act-

ure of Lucy's participation in the Woman Movement approached

Elizabeth's experience. Circumscribed by the duties of matern-

ity, she too engaged in localized activism. Lucy's 1 858 pro-

test against taxation without representation, resulting in the

liquidation of her household goods, is a prime example of

geograt hically limited, but diffuse activism.

Although Lucy and Elizabeth were brought closer by Lucy's

maternity, Susan 3. became alienated. Suson's bitter criticism

of Lucy for alleged desertion of the cause of Woman's Rights,

contributed to the personal animosity between the two through-

out the 60 's, 70 '3, and 80'3.
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More important than personal differences, a separation

in reformist policy became evident in i860. It was in tnis

year that Elizabeth and Susan inaugurated their program of

Public examination of the institutions of marriage and

divorce. In i860, Elizabeth spoke out for a liberal divorce
337

bill which was defeated in New York, She took her convictions

to the i860 session of the V/oman's Rights Convention. The

reactions both within and without the convention were "so

alarming", that Elizabeth declared:

",.I began to feel that I had inadvert-
antly taken out the underpinning from
the social system. "333

Opposed by Wendell Phillips as irrelavent, the Convention

itself removed the question of the nature of marriarre and

divorce from its platform. Only Ernestine Rose, Lucretia

Mott and Susan B, supj^orted Elizabeth in her contention that

the laws on marriage bore unequally upon the sexes and thus
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were a. legitimate concern of the Convention,

The blatent injustice of the court decision in the McParland-

Richardson trial of i860, gave Elizabeth eviaence in surtort of

her contention. Divorce proceedings gave custody of a twelve

year old boy to his father. In a fit. of .-jealous rage, this

339
man had shot a friend of the family. The inequity of tne

clement divorce laws which bound loveless wives to their brutish
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husbands and rewarded child custody to the father in almost

all cases, was made apparent. The protest meetings which

Elizabeth sponsored in opposition to the McParland-Richardson

ruling were her last attempt at consciousness raising before

the wae.

During the war, Elizabeth joined with Lucy, Lucretia and

others to work for the enfranchisement of the black man through

31+0
the National Loyal League. At the war's end, Elizabeth re-

siimed her commitment to a critical evaluation of marriaf?e and

the family. This new spirit of reform and liberalism was

interned in the National Woman Suffrage Association.

With the dispersal of her family, Elizabeth was able to

partake in active dissemination of her beliefs. Prom 1869 to

18714., she lecturea extensively throughout w^ West. Despite

the National Association's aocription to a federal suffrage

ammendment, Elizabeth recognized the necessity of state action.

Throughout the 80's Elizabeth and Susan B. Jecturea and organi-

zed for woman suffrage ana institutional reform. If anything,

Elizabeth became more radical with the passage of time. In her

75th year, Elizabeth began work on a woman's Bible. Its context

held that

:

"The canon and civil law; church and state;
priests and legislators; all political rarties
and religious denominations have alike taught
that woman was made after man, of man, and for
man, an inferior being, sub.lect to man. Creeds,
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codes, scriptures and statues are all based on
this idea. The fashions, forms, ceremonies
and customs of society, churcn ordinance^, ^nd
disciplines all grow out of this idea," ~

The logical conclusion of such a belief was the necessity of

a complete chance in the social order: a revolution. Elizabeth

affirmed this contention.

"For so far-reaching and momentous a
reform as her complete independence,
an entire revolution in all existing
institutions is inevitable." 342

In spite of the fact that the National American Woman's

Suffrage Association elected Elizabeth as its first President

in 1890, it could not accept the totality of her beliefs. As

a doctrine, the VJoman ' s Bible was turned down by the National

Association in I896, Elizabeth's attempt to transmit her

radicalism to the second generation of the Woman Movement by

and large, failed. l-fiiile all of the second generation were

convinced suffragists, few were whole hearted feminists as were

31i3

Elizabeth and Susan B. . Alma I.utz documents Susan's fear

of a de-radicGlization of the Woman Movement in the second

generation when she stated:

"...in their enthusiasm for efficient
organization they might lose the higher
conce}:ts of freedom and Justice which
had been the driving force benind her
work. "344

It is the belief of some analysts that this fear was .lustified.

Authors such as William O'Neill credit bureaucratization witnin
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the Woman Movement with a devitalization of principles

apparant in the second generation. "^^

Although her radical principles were not accepted per se,

the new image of woman which Elizabeth labored with Susan 3.

to create was becomming more comr^on. A true woman was evolvingi

She was one who refused to follow the traditional course of

marriage and submission. Developing her own personelity and

talents, she strugr.led to achieve outside the home. The True

Woman represented an active, rather than a passive force. The

arts, science, and business were all open to her efforts.

In the miGst of her activism, the True Woman dia not

become androgenous. Recognition and pride in her unique

feminine qualities were part of her individualism. These

qualities were personal, rather than stereotypic, self aefined

rather than socially defined.

Ascription to the imsge of the True '.Voman did not precluae

the possibility of marriage. The feminist philosophy of

Elizabeth asserted

"Institutions, amons: them marriage, are
justly chargeable with many social and
individual ills, but after all, the
whole man or woman will rise above them, "345

Elizabeths and Susan B, 's plan for aevelopement of this

True Woman rested in four basic areas of: physical fitness,

co-education, industrial and agricultural education for women
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and extra-marital occupations. Participation in each of

these areas would create a new "ideal type" of woman who would

successfully challenge the old virtues of piety, rurity,

domesticity and submissiveness, .iust as Elizabeth and Susan

had done.

I consider radicalization within the Woman Movement to

correlate with exclusive commitment to the creation of this

ideal type of woman. All of these women internalized, accept-

ed and acted u] on this concept of a New Woman, However, only

Elizabeth and Susan B, gave creation of the New Woman precedence.

Constrained in both cases by their altruistic imiulses, Lucretia

and I.ucy did not. For this reason, I would maintain that Susan

and Elizabeth succeeded in totally superceding the old ideal

of womanhood portrayed in the Cult of True Womanhood, where

Lucretia and Lucy did not.
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In the last part of the 19th century Charlotte Perkins

Gilman wrote a book entitled. Women and Economics , The basic

ass\imption of this book was encapsulated in the sentence:

"What we do, as well as what is done
to us, makes us what we £re." -^ ^

-^

Recognizing the modifing nature of social conditions and social

action, Ms. Gilman acknowledged that all women shared three

things

:

1

)

the enviornment of the material universe
2) reactionary forces of exercise
3) social conditions 3^°

Although Ms. Gilman did not anticipate it, utilization of the

differential influence of these three factors provides the

basis for various theories explaining the origin of the Woman

Movement

.

An economic interpretation, offered by //alter Lippmann

attributes female rebellion in the l830's to the effects of

the industrial revolution. Forcing an alteration of life-

styles, it drew some women out of the home and kept others

idle within it.

"The Industrial Revolution forced women
to alter their styles of life and in-
evitably brought them into conflict
with customs and institutions based on
absolute economic factors." 347

A second group of theorists regard the Woman Movement as

a response to the enlightenment ideals growing from the French
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and American Revolutions, Ideological origins were adaed to

economic origins.

Social disintegration has also been used as an exjlanat-

ion for the rise of the Woman Movement, Lasch and Taylor,

in an article entitled, "Two kindred spirits: Sorority and

Family in New England, 1 839-1 814.6, " look to the conflicting

values of the Victorian Cult of the V/oman and the Home as the

seat of feminine malcontent. The purity of woman which made

her head of the home and guardian of public morality, prohibit-

ed cross-sexual relations. This dicotomy resulted in exclusive

intra-sexual interaction and a repudiation of the home. Dis-

content was originally expressed in .iournalistic and church

work and later in involvement in temperance, abolition of

3i|8
woman's rights work.

Few theorists see the Woman Movement as a direct result

of feminine oppression. However, many note a rising conscious-

ness on the part of women of their own repression, resulting

from exposure to the oppression of others. This theory holds

that woman's consciousness of her own inequalities grew out

of her efforts to alleviate the social, political and economic

disabilities of others. Involvement in the Woman Movement,

thus grew out of involvement in the social reforms of the 19th

century. Temperance and especially Antislavery.
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Wider in scope, this theory of rising consciousness

appears to incorrorete several of the aforementioned theories.

Its content would run something like this: Industrialization

multiplied the social ills of society which called for re-

medial action. The ideals of the cult of True Womanhood impell-

ed some women to actively expand their guardianship of society

to interventionistic action. Temperance and Antislavery were

two areas in which women felt morally bound to intervene. How-

ever, zealous reformers soon found that

"At this same time American women had
begiJin lecturing against slavery and
found that in so doing they had to
defend their right to do so, this
leading to demands for their own
political and legal 'emancipation.' "348

The similarities between the condition of the blackman and the

conditions of v;omen became increasingly evident. That their

struggles came to be regarded as parallel strugsrles for rights

is attestea by various feminine abolitionists,

Emily Collins wrote:

"All through the Antislavery struggle,
every word of denuncia-cion of the
wrongs of the southern slave, was, I

felt, equally apr-licable to the wrongs
of my own sex. rjvery argument for the
emnancipation of the colored man, was
equally one for that of woman. And I

was surprised that all Abolitionists
did not see the similarity in the con-
ditions of the two classes," 343
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Elizabeth Cady Stanton also wrote:

"A married woman has no more rights
than a slave on a southern rlantation.
She takes the name of her master, holds
nothing, owns nothing, can bring no
action in her own name; and the principle
on which she and the slave are educated is
the same. The slave is taught what is con-
sidered best for him to know - which is
nothing... A woman cannot follow out the
impluses of her own mind in her sphere
any more than the slave can in his sphere.
Civilly, socially and religiously, she is
what man choses her to be, nothing more
or less and such is the slave." 3a9

Awakened to their ov/n disabilities, the ideas of the Enlighte-

ment and of the French Revolution pressed women towards re-

media-cion. The result was the rise of an organized V/oman

Movement in the Unitea States. Consideration of the lives

of Lucretia Mott, Lucy Stone, Elizabeth Cady Stanton and

.Susan B. Anthony lends weight to this hypothesis.

Each of these women internalized a deviant status/role

in chilahood which worked itself out in the course of their

involvement in social reform. Through their social reform

efforts they came to a full awareness of the ineaualities of

women which they had perceived in childhood. In their efforts

for woman's rights, Lucretia, Lucy, Elizabeth ana Susan all

contradicted the prevailing feminine stereotype and institution-

alized the deviant role internalized in childhood. They are
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examples of a gradual awakening of feminine rights and gradual

acceptance of their deviant roles. Rather than portraying

them as full blovm rebels, fresh from the womb, I would

categorize Lucretia, Lucy, Elizabeth and Susan as the gradual

products of social, chysical and psychological forces. The

differential impact of these forces determined their roles in

the Woman h'ovement and the degree to which they were able to

act out their sex role rebellion.
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